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ABSTRACT
Three-Dimensional E las tic -P la s tic  F in ite  Element 
Analysis of Fatigue Crack Growth and Closure
R. G. Chermahini 
Old Dominion University, 1986 
Director: S. G. Cupschalk
The purpose of th is  study was to develop a three-dimensional, 
e la s t ic -p la s t ic , f in i te  element analysis to investigate crack extension 
and closure under cyclic  loading. The in i t ia l  study concentrated on the 
behavior of a s tra ig h t through crack in a fin ite -th ickn ess  plate  
subjected to tens ile  loading (middle-crack tension specimen). The 
f in i t e  element model was composed of 8-noded (1in ear-s tra in ) isoparamet­
r ic  elements. In the analysis, the material was assumed to be e la s t ic -  
p erfectly  p las tic . Zienkiewicz's " in it ia l-s tre s s "  method, von Mises' 
y ie ld  c r ite r io n , and Drucker's normality condition, under sm all-stra in  
assumptions, were used to account for p la s t ic ity . The three-dimensional 
analysis is capable of extending the crack and changing boundary 
conditions under cyclic  loading. In i t ia l l y ,  the crack was assumed to 
grow as a straight-through crack.
The analysis was applied to determine crack-opening and closure 
stresses for a middle-crack specimen used in an ASTM Committee E24 task 
group a c tiv ity  on crack closure. F irs t , imposing proper boundary 
conditions on the three-dimensional model, p lane-strain  conditions were 
simulated and then the model was subjected to a cyclic  stress level of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
0.25 crys, where crys is  the y ie ld  stress of the m ateria l. Next, a 
complete three-dimensional analysis of the specimen was made a t  stress 
levels o f 0.2 a and 0.25 ays. For the highest stress level 
considered, the ra tio  of crack-opening stress to maximum applied stress 
for the outer and inner regions of the model were found to be 0.56 and
0.34, respective ly .
The crack-surface displacements fo r the outer and inner regions of 
the model, and the variations of normal stresses in the x and y 
direction  are plotted as functions of coordinate location for the stress 
level o f 0.25 ay$. The behavior of normal stress in the z d ire c tio n ,
through the specimen thickness, for specified elements along the crack 
plane was also presented. In a ll  o f these resu lts , the three- 
dimensional constraint e ffe c t  caused higher crack-surface displacements 
and higher normal stresses on the inner region of the model than those 
fo r the outer region. Crack-opening stresses were also determined using 
displacements a t specified points along the crack plane using a load- 
reduced-displacement technique.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
Fatigue cracks have been recognized as a serious design problem in 
cyclica lly -loaded structures fo r many years. An enormous amount of 
e f fo r t  has been devoted to the study of fatigue crack propagation to 
provide experimental and analytical data for designers so that fatigue  
fa ilu re s  in structures can be understood and prevented.
The growth of a surface or through crack in a structural component 
is  a three-dimensional process. Near regions where a crack intersects a 
free surface, the m aterials is under plane-stress conditions. However, 
the crack fro n t in the in te r io r  of the body may be under p lane-stra in  
conditions. Previous experiments and analyses have shown tnat the crack 
closure behavior is  greatly affected by the state of stress. Closure 
under plane-stress conditions is much greater than that under plane- 
stra in  conditions. In the past, two-dimensional approximations have 
been used w ith two- or three-dimensional s tress-in tens ity  factor 
solutions to make l i f e  predictions.
Many researchers have developed valuable insights regarding the 
behavior of fatigue cracks. One such concept, f i r s t  proposed by Elber 
[1 ] * ,  is fatigue crack closure. According to the closure concept, the
*Numbers in brackets indicate references.
1
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2residual p la s tic  stretch l e f t  in the wake of an advancing crack causes 
the crack surfaces to close for part of the cyc lic  load history. F in ite  
element calcu lations, based on E lber's concept, have been carried out by 
Newman [2 ] and Ohji [3 ] fo r crack closure in two-dimensional cracked 
bodies. Combined numerical and analytical studies [4 ] and analytical 
studies [5 ] have also been conducted on th is  subject. Lo [ 6] used 
empirical equations in studying the crack closure behavior that follows  
a step increase in loading. A ll of the above, as well as many other 
works, were devoted mostly to two-dimensional fatigue crack propagation. 
Several f in i t e  element programs, using e la s tic  analyses, have been 
developed to calculate s tress -in ten s ity  factors for surface and through 
cracks in three-dimensional bodies.
The works of several authors [7-21] have been devoted to the 
e la s tic  analysis of surface and through cracks in three-dimensional 
solid bodies. S im ilia r attempts have been made regarding the e la s t ic -  
p lastic  analysis of three-dimensional bodies. For example, references 
[22-32] have analyzed plates for surface and through cracks using three- 
dimensional e la s tic -p la s tic  numerical analyses. But, as the l ite ra tu re  
survey shows, no one has analyzed a growing crack in a three-dimensional 
body subjected to cyclic loading.
Therefore, the goal of th is  study was to develop a three-dimen­
sional, e la s tic -p la s tic  f in i t e  element analysis capable of growing a 
crack under cyc lic  loading including changing boundary conditions 
associated with opening and closing (contacting) crack surfaces. The 
f in i te  element program incorporated 1in e a r-s tra in , 8-noded, isoparamet­
r ic  elements. A middle-crack specimen composed of an e la s tic -p e rfe c tly  
p lastic  m aterial and subjected to a uniform stress was chosen to study
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3crack closure. The p la s t ic ity  part of the analysis uses Zienkiew icz's  
" in it ia l-s tre s s "  method with von Mises' y ie ld  c r ite r io n  and Drucker's 
normality condition under sm all-stra in  assumptions. The f in i te  element 
computer program was vectorized for use on a VPS-32 super-computer and 
has a re s ta r t cap ab ility .
By imposing the appropriate boundary conditions on the three- 
dimensional model, an analysis based on p lane-stra in  conditions was 
simulated. The specimen was analyzed under a cyc lic  loading of R = 0.1  
and a maximum stress level of 0.25 <jyS. Crack-opening and closing 
stresses were presented.
The three-dimensional model was subjected to constant-amplitude 
loading for stress levels  o f 0.2 ay$ and 0.25 ays with R = 0 .1 . Crack- 
closure stresses, crack-opening stresses and displacements were a l l  
determined as a function of applied stress. The variation  of normal 
stresses in the x and y d irection  as a function of coordinate location  
a t  the maximum and minimum applied stresses fo r the outer and inner 
regions of the three-dimensional model were presented. The normal 
stresses in the z d irection  were also presented. A load-reduced- 
displacement technique was also employed to determine the crack-opening 
stresses.
No attempt was made in any of the analyses to develop a fa ilu re  
c rite r io n  fo r crack extension. The crack was simply extended one 
element size by releasing a node a t the maximum applied stress of each 
cycle. Therefore, the resu lts  obtained should be considered as trends 
in  crack growth behavior.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4A lite ra tu re  survey of fatigue crack propagation theories fo r  
constant and variable-am plitude loading is  reviewed in the next 
sections. The load-in teraction  e ffects  on crack growth rates, and the 
mechanism of fatigue crack closure, are also explained.
1.1 L ite ra ture  Survey: Fatigue Crack Propagation
Fatigue crack growth comprises a s ig n ifican t portion of the fatigue  
life tim e  of a c y c lic a lly  loaded structure. Because of the importance of 
th is  phenomenon in the f ie ld  of fracture mechanics, considerable 
research has been conducted in th is  area. Forsyth and Ryde [33 ] were 
the f i r s t  to observe that a fatigue crack advances by an incremental 
amount AC each cycle. There are two ways of viewing the process of 
incremental crack growth; one is  in terms of damage accumulation, and 
the other is in terms of a p las tic  s lid in g -o ff  process a t the crack t ip  
[3 3 ]. Experimental evidence supports the la t te r  mechanism as the basic 
process of crack growth.
In the past, researchers have characterized the fatigue crack 
growth behavior of m eta llic  structures in terms of empirical 
expressions. Most o f these expressions were derived fo r simple 
configurations and loadings, and, as a re s u lt, were very re s tr ic t iv e  in 
th e ir  app lication . However, by using developments in the area of 
fracture mechanics, including the concept of a lin e a r e la s tic  stress 
in ten s ity  factor [35 ], crack growth rates can be determined fo r varie ty  
of structural configurations subjected to constant-amplitude loading.
The fatigue l i f e  of a material can be described in three stages: 
(1) crack in it ia t io n , (2) crack propagation, and (3) fin a l fa i lu r e .  
Crack in it ia t io n  has been associated with dislocation motion and the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5formation and coalescence of macrocracks. The crack propagation stage 
is  characterized by macrocrack growth. Final fa ilu re  of the component 
occurs when the appropriate combination of crack size and applied load 
reaches the c r i t ic a l  fracture  toughness of the m ateria l.
The follow ing sections present a survey of fatigue crack propaga­
tion theories, s tress-in teraction  e ffe c ts , and fatigue crack closure 
mechanisms.
1.2 Crack Propagation Theories
Fatigue crack propagation theories can be grouped into two
categories: those fo r constant-amplitude loading and those for
variable-am plitude loading.
1 .2 .1  Constant-Amplitude Loading
An early model proposed by Head [36] for constant-amplitude loading 
resulted in the following expression for the fatigue crack propagation 
rate:
A ^ 1
m =dis c u-u
where d j, m^  and are material constants, S is  the applied stress, C 
is the ha lf-leng th  of the central crack and N is  the number o f cycles.
3
Head predicted th a t the exponent n^  would be equal to ^  . However,
based on geometric arguments, Frost and Dugdale [37] and Liu [38]
concluded that the exponent n^  in Eq. (1 .1 ) would be equal to 1.
McEvily and 111g [39] analyzed the growth rates and found that the 
growth rate depends on the maximum stress around the crack t ip ;  that is
f  (<W  ’  f  <*T> V  »•*>
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6where KT is the e la s t ic  stress-concentration factor for a sharp notch 
(id ea lized  crack) and Sn is  the net-section stress.
P aris , Gomez and Anderson [40] f i r s t  recognized that the fatigue
A f*
crack growth ra te , depends on the s tress-in tensity  fac to r K.
Paris and Erdogan [41] proposed the following functional form for the 
growth ra te :
w  -  dl  ^  (1 *3)
where dj and n^  are m aterial constants. Based on some experimental
observations, Paris [42] noted that fatigue crack growth rate depends on 
the change in the s tress-in tens ity ’ factor AK and proposed the
following growth rate expression:
§  -  h  ^k"1 d - 4 )
where d  ^ and nj are material constants. The exponent n^  was experi­
mentally found to be equal to 4 for a wide range of tests conducted on
s te e l, titanium , and aluminum a lloys .
Other researchers [42, 43] showed that the rate of crack propaga­
tion depends both on AK and K „ v . Broek and Schijve [43] proposedulaX
the following expression for the growth ra te :
m '  h  kL  «  (1-5)
where d  ^ is  a material constant. A s im ilia r  expression, proposed by 
Erdogan [4 4 ], has the following form:
m1 rii
§  = dx AK 1 K (1 .6 )
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7where d j, m^  and are material constants. The expression was fu rther  
generalized by Walker [45] based on experimental results as
IHi  H i
W - dl C c *  {1‘7)
Forman, Kearney, and Engle [46] argued th a t the crack propagation rate  
becomes in f in ite  as the s tress-in tens ity  factor approaches Kc (fractu re  
toughness). They proposed the growth rate  as
AC «1
aFT '  (1-ft) K -  aK (1-8)
Elber [47] proposed the following expression for the crack 
propagation rate based on fatigue crack closure tests conducted on 
aluminum alloys:
^ “ “l ^ e f f  (1*9)
where d  ^ and n^  are material constants, and ^ eff»  tlie e ffe c tiv e  
stress-in tens ity  factor range, is computed from the difference between 
the maximum s tress-in ten s ity  factor Kmax and the crack-opening stress- 
in tens ity  factor KQ. I t  follows, therefore, that crack propagation 
occurs only during that portion of the load cycle during which the crack 
tip  is open. The expression for the e ffe c tiv e  s tress-in tens ity  factor 
range [47] was given by
“ e f f  *  (Smax -  S0 ) ^  = U0 AK (1 .10)
where U0 is a conversion factor on the e la s tic  s tress-in tens ity  factor 
range. An experimentally determined expression for U0 as a function of 
the stress ra tio  R for an aluminum-alloy sheet material was found to be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8UQ = 0.5 + 0 .4  R
where -0 .1  < R < 0 .7 . Consequently, the growth rate  for the above 
material could be expressed as
Newman, Elber and Hudson [48] modified Eq. [1 .1 ? ] fo r surface and 
through cracked specimens so that
where d^, q, and nj are material constants.
1 .2 .2  Variable-Amplitude Loading
Methods fo r determining the growth rate  under variable-am plitude  
loading conditions have been outlined in a number of publications [49-
comparatively few have proposed ana ly tica l expressions for calculating  
crack growth rates under variable-am plitude loading.
One proposed idea [62] describes the random variations of the 
stress in the v ic in ity  of the crack t ip  in terms of root mean square 
average value of stress in tens ity  factor
and Srms is root mean square value of the random loads. The above 
approach was v e r ifie d  in reference 50.
^ .  = dj [(0 .5  + 0.4R) AK]"1 (1 . 12)
§ =  d2 [(1 + q R) AK]"1 (1.13)
61 ], many of which d ea lt with experimental resu lts . However
(1.14)
where
(1.15)
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9Wheeler [56] and Willenborg [63] each proposed models for 
calculating  crack growth rates under variable-am plitude loading. While 
both models approaches were checked by various investigators [63 -  65], 
agreement with experimental results was rare ly  found. Both Willenborg 
and Wheeler models consider p la s tic ity  a t the crack t ip  only in terms of 
simple assumptions regarding the p lastic  zone s ize . Both models ignore 
the reversed p las tic  zone as discussed by Rice [6 7 ] . They also neglect 
the p o s s ib i l i ty  of accelerated growths, which is  frequently observed.
1.3 S tress-In teraction  E ffects
I t  is easy to estimate the to ta l crack growth i f  the growth is the 
sum of the crack growth increments (AC) fo r each cycle of loading 
history
C = Ci + E A Cj . (1.16)
where is the in i t ia l  crack length and ACj is the growth increment 
per cycle. This process is  simple i f  AC is  only a function of the 
present crack length C and does not depend on the previous load h istory. 
However, one must account fo r the effects of load history on crack 
growth, called "in teraction  e ffe c ts ."  The current increment of crack 
growth AC depends on the configuration of the crack, the condition of 
the material a t the crack t ip ,  and the magnitude of the applied load in 
each cycle of the load history [ 68] ,
The proposed causes [ 68] for interactions e ffe c ts  can be summarized 
as follows:
1. Amount of cracking.
2. Crack fro n t o rien tation .
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3. Crack tip  blunting.
4. Crack closure.
5. Cyclic stra in  hardening.
6 . Residual stress and s tra in .
7. Magnitude of load cycle.
Based on experimental evidence, E lber's crack closure concept [47] 
seems to be the most dominant mechanism in the in teraction  e ffects  and 
w ill be discussed further in the next section.
1.4 Fatigue Crack Closure Mechanism
The phenomenon of fatigue crack closure was f i r s t  observed by Elber 
[1 ] in 1968 while conducting fatigue crack propagation tests with cyclic  
tension loading (positive  stress ra tio s ) on aluminum-alloy sheet 
specimens. He observed that the t ip  of a fatigue crack closed while the 
specimen was s t i l l  subjected to a tensile  loading. The load which 
caused the crack to close under the "zero-to-tension" loading conditions 
was found to be approximately half of the maximum applied load. Before 
the fatigue crack closure concept was considered, crack tips were 
assumed to close a t e ith e r a zero load or a compressive load. Such 
behavior was assumed fo r an "ideal" crack, that is , one which had not 
previously been subjected to cyclic loading. Rice [67] has shown that 
the tip  of an "ideal" crack closes under a compressive load in the 
loading cycle. For a fatigue crack, there is a t ra il in g  wake of 
residual p las tic  deformation le f t  by the p las tic  zone of the advancing 
crack t ip  which is not seen for the ideal crack. The d iffe re n t p las tic  
zone regions and crack-surface deformations for an "ideal" crack and 
fatigue crack are shown in Fig. 1. Because of the residual p las tic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. T P lastic  zones and crack t ip  deformation for an ideal 
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deformation (the difference between solid  and dashed curves in Fig. 
1 (b )) the crack-opening displacement (COD) of the fatigue crack is less 
than that of the "ideal" crack. As the specimen is unloaded, the crack- 
surfaces of the fatigue crack close a t  a higher load than the "ideal" 
crack. This behavior is  shown in Fig. 2. As the specimen is reloaded, 
crack opening occurs a t  a lower load than the crack closure load. The 
lower load is due to the compressive stresses around the crack tip  which 
may' exceed the compressive y ie ld  stress of the m aterial thereby a lte rin g  
the crack-surface displacements. The determination o f crack-opening and 
crack-closure loads plays a s ig n ific a n t role in determining the fatigue  
l i f e  of the components subjected to cyc lic  loading.
In summary, some fatigue crack propagation theories have been 
reviewed. Some of the researchers [35 , 38] indicated that growth rate  
depends on the applied stress, crack length or maximum stress in the 
v ic in ity  of the crack. Paris, Gomez and Anderson [40 ] f i r s t  recognized 
th a t growth rate  depends on the s tress-in ten s ity  factor K. Other 
researchers [40-48] also indicated th a t growth ra te  depends on the 
s tress-in ten s ity  range or the maximum s tress-in ten s ity  factors around 
the crack t ip .
Elber [4 7 ], based on fatigue crack closure tests on aluminum 
a llo ys , noticed th a t growth rates depend on the e ffe c tiv e  stress- 
in ten s ity  factor range. The e ffe c tiv e  stress range is  calculated from 
the difference between maximum applied stress Smax and the crack-opening 
stress S0 .
The next chapter presents some analysis methods fo r determining the 
crack t ip  stress d is trib u tio n s .
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE SURVEY:
CRACK TIP STRESS DISTRIBUTION
This chapter describes crack tip  stress d is trib u tio n  in e la s tic  and 
e la s tic -p la s tic  m ateria ls. I t  also gives a b r ie f  review of crack t ip
s ingu larity  elements used by others in th e ir  f in i t e  element analyses.
2.1 E lastic  Stress D is tribu tion
The e la s tic  stress d is tribu tio n  in the neighborhood of a crack in 
an in f in ite  plate subjected to a uniform stress can be expressed as 
follows [69]:
a. . = K (2 itr)-1 ^  f i i ( 0) + second order terms (2 .1 )
1 J 1 J
where a . . are stress components, r and 0 are polar coordinates 
i J
measured from the crack t ip ,  -F- -(0) are trigonometric functions, and K* J
is  s tress-in ten s ity  factor introduced by Irw in [35 ], This factor
depends both on the configuration of the cracked component and on the
manner in which the loads are applied.
Equation (2 .1 ) predicts the unbounded stresses a t the crack t ip .  
I t  is  seen th a t, th e o re tic a lly , as r  -*• 0 even infinitesm al loads can 
produce an in f in ite  stress a t the crack t ip .  Obviously, th is does not 
happen in real m ateria ls. Yielding occurs and a p lastic  zone develops 
a t the crack t ip .
14
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The case of small-scale y ie ld in g  corresponds to the situation  where 
both the load and the accompanying p las tic  zone size are small. Since 
the p las tic  zone is very small, the stress d is trib u tio n  which governs 
the behavior w ithin the yie ld ing  zone can s t i l l  be approximated by Eq. 
(2 .1 ) without introducing s ig n ific a n t error [6 9 ]. The v a lid ity  of th is  
procedure is  discussed in greater deta il by Rice [67 ].
The stress in tensity  factor K in Eq. (2 .1 ) is given by
where S is applied stress and C is ha lf-length  of crack. Several 
researchers [70, 71] have determined closed form solutions fo r s tress- 
in tensity  factors for simple configurations and loading conditions. 
However, fo r very complex configurations and loadings, numerical 
techniques such as boundary collocation [72] and f in i t e  element methods 
[7 -21 , 73] have been required to obtain the s tress-in ten s ity  factors .
Several researchers [74, 75] have used special crack t ip  elements
in th e ir s tress-in ten s ity  factor determinations to account fo r the
stress s in g u la rity  that occurs a t  the crack t ip  in complex configura­
tions.
Local crack t ip  stress and stra in  d is tribu tio ns  in an e la s t ic -  
p lastic  material are given by [76]
K = S (2 . 2 )
2.2 E la s tic -P la s tic  Stress D is tribu tion
l / ( n + l )
n /(n+l) (2 .3 )
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where K and K are the p las tic  s tress-in tens ity  factors, and n is
<j e
the s tra in  hardening c o e ffic ie n t. The p la s tic  s tress-in tens ity  factors  
depend on the J in tegral and on a numerical constant which, in turn, 
depends on the s tress-stra in  re la tio n . E la s tic -p la s tic  f in i t e  element 
calculations have been carried out by H ilton and Hutchinson [77] to 
determine the p las tic  s tress-in tens ity  factors as a function o f applied  
loading.
Crack growth in it ia t io n  is  a function of both stress and stra in  
f ie ld s  in the v ic in ity  of the crack t ip .  In the case of small scale 
y ie ld in g , where the p las tic  zone around the crack t ip  is  small in 
comparison with the crack length, the p la s tic  s tress-in tens ity  factors  
can be re lated  d ire c tly  to the e la s tic  s tress-in tens ity  fac to r. 
Asymptotic expressions re la tin g  the p las tic  s tress-in tens ity  factors  
K and K , to the e la s tic  s tress-in ten s ity  factor K are of the form
G £
where the values of the c o e ffic ie n t Cn depend on the hardening 
c o e ffic ie n t. For an in f in i te  plate subjected to an applied stress S and 
containing a crack of length of 2C, Ka and K£ are expressed as
[77] 2 /n+ l
Kc ■ Cn (K '  ^
K, = (K J "
£ G
(2 .4 )
2/n+l Ql/n+1
K = (Cn) n (S) e n
2n/n+l ^n/n+1 (2 .5 )
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Equations (2 .5 ) are va lid  fo r small scale y ie ld in g . The exponent n = 1 
fo r e la s tic  case and n = ® fo r e la s tic  perfectly  p la s tic  case.
At higher values of applied stress, causing large scale y ie ld in g , 
the p las tic  zone size is  no longer small in comparison with crack 
length; consequently, the e la s tic  s tress-in tens ity  factor [77] must be 
modified. For large scale y ie ld ing  case, the p la s tic  s tress-in tens ity  
factors for an in f in ite  p late containing a crack of length 2C subjected 
to an applied stress S are of the form [77]
K = q S C1/n+1 0
Ke = qn Cn/n+1 (2 .6 )
where q is  a constant which depends on the applied stress S. As 
mentioned previously, several researchers [22-31] have analyzed the 
stress-s tra in  behavior a t  the t ip  of a stationary crack subjected to 
constant or montonically increasing loads. Both two and three- 
dimensional stress analysis were used in th e ir  e la s tic -p la s tic  f in i te  
element analysis.
E la s tic -p la s tic  f in i t e  element calculations are usually based on 
the incremental theory of p la s t ic ity  [7 8 ]. The p la s t ic ity  part of these 
analyses usually uses incremental loading with sm all-s tra in  assumptions. 
But, as the lite ra tu re  survey shows, no one has analyzed a growing crack 
in a three-dimensional body subjected to cyclic  loading.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
3.1 Development of E la s tic -P la s tic  F in ite  Element Program
In th is  section, a three-dimensional e la s tic -p la s tic  f in i te  element 
analysis using an 8-noded isoparametric element is developed. The 
program is  used to analyze fatigue crack growth in a middle crack 
tension specimen. In the following sections, the element development, 
the f in i t e  element id e a liza tio n  of the middle crack specimen and the 
crack extension procedures are explained.
3 .1 .1  E las tic  Analysis
A three-dimensional e la s tic  analysis using an 8-noded isoparametric 
element (F ig . 3) is presented.
Displacement Functions. The three displacements [31] a t any point 
in a cubic element are defined by
u (x ,y ,z )  = a1 + agx + agy + a^z + agxy + agyz + a7xz + agxyz
v (x ,y ,z )  = + bgx + b3y + b4z + bgxy + bgyz + b7xz + bgxyz (3 .1)
w (x ,y ,z ) = c1 + c2x + c3y + c4z + cgxy + cgyz + c7xz + cgxyz
where u, v and w are displacements in the x, y and z d irections,
respective ly . These displacement functions can be used in any cubic
element as long as its  sides are defined by intersecting  planes p ara lle l
18
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n
m
F ig . 3 Linear solid isoparametric cubic element.
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to the coordinate planes. However, fo r an element whose sides are 
skewed, these functions are not applicable. Therefore, to avoid th is  
re s tr ic tio n , an isoparametric cubic element is  used (F ig . 3 ).
The orig ina l cube in the x, y , z space can be mapped onto a cube of 
size 2x2x2 [31] in G, n, £ space by the transformation
x = aj ^ a2G ^ ^ a5£T) + a^nG ^ a^GG  ^ agGn£
y = b: + b2G + b3n + b45 + bgGn + bgn£ + b?G£ + bgGnG (3 .2 )
z = c  ^ c2G ^ c^ti  ^ + cgTi£ c?G£  ^ CgGn£
The values of the coeffic ien ts  in Eqs. (3 .2 ) depend on the coordinates 
of each node in the cubic element and are d iffe re n t for d iffe re n t  
elements. The transformation is  defined by polynomials in G, r\ and £ 
which are continuous within the element. The continuum confined w ithin  
an element given in terms of x, y and z coordinates is  mapped onto a 
corresponding continuum within the 2x2x2 cube in the G, n» £ space. 
I t  has been shown that the transformation is continuous across two
adjacent elements, that is , a common surface between two adjoined 
elements in the x, y , z space w ill  transform into a common surface 
between two adjoined cubes in G, n, £ space.
The following values of the parameters G, n* £ are used to define 
the faces of the d istorted element shown in F ig . 3:
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Face Coordinate value
pokl C = 1
mnji *TS II -1
impl r\ = 1
jnok T1 = -1
mnop >r* 11 1
i jk l <r* 11 -1
>, the nodal points i , j ,  k, 1, hi, n, 0 and p w ill
following coordinates in the C, h. l
nodal point coordinates
i «1 = -1 ^i
= 1 Si = -1
j = -1 "A
= -1
' j
= -1
k Ck = 1 \ = -1 sk = -1
1 Cl = 1 = 1 Si = -1
m
Sa
= -1 = 1 Sm
= 1
n Cn
= -1 = -1 sn = 1
0 Co = 1 10 = -1 So = 1
P CP
1 — 1
*P
= 1
Now the displacements u, v, w in the x, y and z d irections, can be 
w ritten  as:
U = <Xj + otgC + a3 n + + otgCT) + <XgT)S + a - jQ  + atgC ti5
v = p2 + p2c + P3n + P4S + P5Cn + |36tis + p7c? + p8cn? (3 .3 )
w = YX + Y2C + Y3T1 + Y4C + Y5C-n + YghC + y7Z l + YgCriC
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These functions are continuous [31] w ithin the elements as well as 
across the surfaces common to any two adjoined elements. Consider the 
term u in Eqs. (3 .3 ) denote by (a ) the vectors for the a 's  and by 
{u} the displacements u^  of a l l  the nodal points of the element. By 
inserting  values of the type u.., ^  and ^  for the various nodal
points, we may now w rite  e igh t equations corresponding to the f i r s t
equation of (3 .3 ) .  These may be expressed as
(u) = [A] {a} (3 .4 )
defining [<|>] = [A ]"* , leads to (a ) = [c|>] (u ). The displacement 
functions for the d istorted element can be w ritten as:
u = [s ] [<|>] (u)
v = [s] [ 4] (v ) (3 .5 )
w = [s ] [ 4] (w)
where [s ] is defined as:
[s ] = [1 C ri i  Cn r\i CC Cn£] (3 .6)
The shape functions fo r the isoparam etric, 8-noded element are
determined [79] from the product of the [s ] and [ 4] matrices as
N. = ^  (1 + Ci ) (1 + r -^) (1 + 51 ) (3 .7 )
where C^, n^* £. = ± 1 with i varying from 1 to 8.
The x, y and z coordinates a t any point in the element can also be
expressed in terms of shape functions as
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8
x = Z N. X. 
1=1 1 1
8
y = Z N. Y. (3 .8)
1=1 1 1
8
z = Z N. Z. 
i= l  1 1
Element S tra in : The e la s tic  stra in  a t  any point w ithin the element is
given by [79]
{ e }  =
• \
'xy
'yz
■xz
J
r
au
3y
av
az
aw
ax
au
"5x
av
W
3w
az av
ax
aw
3y
3u
az
[B j] [B2] . . . [B g ]  {6}
= [B] {6} (3.9)
where the matrix [B^] is  defined as
[B,] -
3Ni
W
3Ni
W
3Ni
BN.
W
3Ni
aN.
w
0
0
3Ni
az
o
3N.
W
3N.
~
(3.10)
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The transformation re lationship  between local and global coordinates is  
given by
f  9Ni '
■53r
8Ni
"57“
dNf
J
CJ] -1
W  
(  !!!i
dNi
J
(3.11)
where [J ] is the Jacobian matrix defined as
CJ] = \ a{N} ari
aCN}1
^  as J
)  [ (x n> {yn> {zn}] (3.12)
where {xn) = Cxx x2 . . .  xg] .
Element Stress. The element stresses for lin ear e la s tic  isotropic  
m aterials are calculated using Hooke's law:
{a} = [De] {e} (3.13)
Expressing the stra in  matrix as {e} = [B] (6>, the stresses are 
expressed as
{ 0} = CDJ [B] {6} (3.14)
The e la s t ic ity  matrix for isotropic material is  symmetric and is defined 
as:
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CDe ] = U +v) l l -2 v )
1-v
V
V
0
0
0
v
1-v
V
0
0
0
V
V
1-v
0
0
0
0
0
0
l -2 v
0
0
0
0
0
0
l-2 v
0
0
0
0
0
l-2v
(3 .15)
where E is  Young's modulus and v is  Poisson's ra t io  of the m aterial.
Equations of Equilibrium . The potential energy n, which is  
composed of s tra in  energy and the work done by the applied loads during 
displacement changes is  given by [8 0 ].
n = i  / / /  {e}T [D ] {e} dV -  I f f  [F *] {6} dV + / /  [T * ] {6} dS (3 .16)
c V e V s
-
where [F ] = [Fx Fy Fz3, [T ] = [Tx Ty Tz] ,
and {6} = (u v w}. The [F ] and [T ] are the body and traction
forces, respective ly , which are imposed on the structure. The e q u ili­
brium equations for the element are obtained by equating the p a rtia l
derivatives of n, with respect to uj_, v j ,  w^, U 3 , . . . ,  wg, to zero as
follows:
an
■5T5T = 0> (3,17)
This leads to the following 24 equations of equilibrium  for each of the 
elements:
[Kg] {6} = (P> (3.18)
24x24 24x1 24x1
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[Ke] is the element s tiffn ess  matrix defined by
[K ] = / / /  [B]T [ D j  [B] dV + [K_]e y e  d (3.19)
and (P> is  the element nodal load vector.
{P> = / / /  CN]T CF*3 dV + / /  [M]T {T*} ds. (3.20)
V S
The diagonal matrix [Ks] in Eq. (3.19) is  the e la s tic  s tiffness  of the 
springs which are connected to boundary nodes.
3 .1 .2  E la s tic -P la s tic  Analysis
F in ite  element techniques have read ily  been applied to lin ear  
e la s tic  m ateria ls. The situation  is more d i f f ic u l t  for an e la s t ic -  
p las tic  m ateria ls, since co effic ien ts  in the s tiffn ess  matrix vary as a 
function of loading. Three computational methods have been used 
successfully in the solution of e la s tic -p la s tic  problems. In the f i r s t  
method, " in it ia l  s tra in ,"  the change in p las tic  s tra in  is calculated a t  
each step of load increase. The resu lting  corrected value then serves 
as a reference s tra in  to which the e la s tic  stress d is trib u tio n  in the 
surrounding region must be adjusted [8 1 ]. This method fa i ls  i f  ideal 
p la s t ic ity  is  postulated or i f  the degree of work hardening is  small. 
The second procedure is  known as the "incremental e la s t ic ity ."  In th is  
method, the s tress -s tra in  re lationsh ip  fo r each load increment is  
adjusted to account for p la s tic  deformation. The work of Pope [82 ], 
Swedlow [8 3 ], Marcal and King [8 4 ], Reyes and Deere [85] and of Popov 
[86] fa l l  into th is category. The "incremental e la s t ic ity "  method has 
one disadvantage. The s tiffn ess  matrix of the structure must be updated 
a t  each step of the computation, and th is  requires ite ra t iv e  schemes
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th a t can be costly. The th ird  method is based on " in i t ia l  stress." 
Computational costs are minimized in the " in it ia l  stress" approach [87] 
because the basic e la s t ic ity  matrix doesn't change. The present 
analysis uses the in i t ia l  stress approach.
Yield C rite rio n . In any e la s tic -p la s tic  analysis, i t  is necessary 
to introduce a y ie ld  c r ite r io n  in order to determine whether yielding  
has occurred for a given state of stress. The von Mises' or "distortion  
energy" y ie ld  c r ite r io n  which has considerable experimental support for 
d uctile  m etallic  m ateria ls , is used in this study to determine whether 
or not the y ie ld ing  has occurred a t  any a rb itra ry  point in the 
structure. This c rite r io n  assumes that yielding occurs, regardless of 
the nature of the stress s ta te , whenever the e la s tic  s tra in  energy of 
d is to rtio n  equals th a t associated with yield ing in simple tension 
[8 8 ]. The von Mises' y ie ld  c r ite r io n  for a general three-dimensional 
state -o f-s tress  is given by
F = F ( c , k )  =  ( a x  -  cjy ) 2 +  ?  ( ° y  ~ az ) 2 +  j  (<*z  ~  ° x ) 2
+ 3 Txy + 3 TyZ + 3 ~ o (3.21)
where a = a (k) is the uniaxial y ie ld  stress and < is  a hardening 
parameter. I f  F(a,ic) < 0, the material is in e la s t ic  range. I f  
F{cr,tc) > 0, the material has experienced some p las tic  deformation, and 
one of the flow theories of p la s t ic ity  must be used fo r determining the 
components of stress and p las tic  s tra in .
E lastic  and P lastic  S tra ins. During in fin ites im al variations in 
stress, the corresponding changes of stra in  are assumed to be d iv is ib le
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in to  e la s tic  and p las tic  parts [87 ], Thus, the stra in  increment can be 
w ritten  as:
(de> = {dee> + {dep> (3.22)
The e la s tic  s tra in  increments ( d e l  are related to the stresse
increments by the symmetric material matrix [De3. The p las tic  strain
increments are re lated  to the y ie ld  c rite rio n  through Drucker's
normality princip le  [89] as
{dSp} = \  {|^> (3.23)
Therefore, Eq. (3 .22) can be w ritten as
(de) = [Dg]"1 {da} + \  {|^} (3.24)
In c ip ie n t p la s tic ity  is attained when the applied stresses are situated  
on the y ie ld  surface, which sa tis fies  the re lations
F(a, k) = 0 (3.25)
where k is a hardening parameter.
Upon d iffe re n tia tin g  Eq. (3 .2 5 ), the following is  obtained:
dF = ^  dcJl  + da2 + g * * + TS d< = 0 {3,26)
or { |£ }T da -  HX = 0 (3.27)
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where H is  given by
_ -8F 
“ ~5k
1
T (3.28)
Equations (3.24) and (3 .27) can be w ritten in m atrix form as
,-1
f aFlT
5F
To
-H
(3.29)
The constant \  can be elim inated from Eq. (3 .2 8 ). The fin a l re la tions  
which expresses stress changes in terms of imposed stra in  changes can be 
w ritten  as
{da} = [D ] {de} ep
or
ep- 
where
e 'To' T o ' LUe 
<^>T -  CFx Fy Fz Fxy Fyz Fxz]
(3.30)
C D .J = [D J  -  [D„] { |£ }  { £ > T [D J  [H + ( £ > T [De ] { | t } F 1 (3 .31)
and
3 a,' 3 aL
and F_ =
2 a 2 a
xy 3 T.
xy , Fyz
i i ,  and F xz
a * a
in which the primes signify  deviatoric  stresses
(a  + a + a ) _ _ v x y r  a. -  a 1 w1 -1 x 3
xz (3 .32)
aJ, = a. -
(a  + a + a )' x y z
 3----------
ai, = a_ -
(a  + a + a ) x y z'
 3---------- (3 .33)
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The e la s tic -p la s tic  matrix [ ° ep] replaces the e la s tic  m atrix [Dg] in  
incremental e la s tic -p la s tic  analysis.
3 .1 .3  Solution Procedure for E la s tic -P la s tic  Structures
The governing equation which describes the response of a 
discretized structure can be w ritten  as [90]
[Kg] { 6>j = {P}1 + {Q}j_1 (3.34)
where [Kg] is  the e la s tic  s tiffn ess  m atrix, (6 } j is  the generalized 
unknown displacement vector for ith  increment of load and Ith  ite ra t io n , 
{P}1 is  external nodal load vector, and < Q > i s  the accumulated 
p la s tic —load vector for the elements which underwent p la s tic ity  during 
the incremental loading. The incremental p las tic -lo ad  vector for the 
elements which deform p la s tic a lly  is given by:
{dQ> = / / /  [B ]T {da0 } dV (3.35)
V
where {da0 } is  p las tic  stress defined as
{da0 } = ([D0 ] -  [D ] )  {de}’ (3.36)
The following algorithm describes the steps during a typical load 
increment for the e la s tic -p la s tic  m aterials using Zienkiew icz's " in it ia l  
stress" method [87 ].
1. Apply load increment {dP} to the previous load vector {P}1" 1 to 
obtain the present load vector {P}1.
2. Solve for the nodal displacements {6}j from Eq. (3 .3 4 ); in i t ia l ly
{Q) = 0 ,  in the f i r s t  ite ra t io n .
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3. Calculate to ta l stra in  increments {de} from the follow ing expres­
sion, {de} = [B] ( {6 }| -  { 6 } ) .  Add increments of to ta l s tra in
{de} to the previous strain to achieve the current stra in
{ e } { .
4. Calculate e la s t ic  increments of stress {da } and add i t  to thee
previous stress to obtain the current stress, {a } | = {a}
+ {dag}. The y ie ld  c rite rio n  should be checked fo r the p las tic
elements. I f  F {a ,< }| < 0 only e la s t ic  stra in  changes occurred and
proceed to the next element, i f  F {a ,< }1 > 0 continue to Step 5.
•  •
5. Check i f  F{a,ic}1 > 0 and F{a,ic}J_1 = 0 calcu late {da0} ,
increment o f in i t ia l  stress, and increment of p las tic -lo ad  vector 
{dQ} from Eq. (3.36) and (3 .3 5 ), respective ly . Subtract in i t ia l
stress increment {da0} from present stress {a}J .
6. Check i f  F{a,ic}J > 0 and F{a,ic}J_^ < 0, one must determine the 
interm ediate stress value a t which the yie ld ing  s tarts  [2 ] .  Then, 
use the stress increment above the y ie ld  surface {da1} to 
determine increment of p lastic -load  vector {dQ}. Subtract {da '}
from the present stress {a }| .
7. Add the increment of p lastic -load  vector {dQ} to the old p la s tic -  
load vector t0 achieve the current p las tic -lo ad  vector,
{Q}j = «)>{_! + ^Q}.
8. Keeping the current load-vector {P}1 constant ( i  is held 
constant), ite ra te  until the increments of p las tic -lo ad  
vectors {dQ} reach a s u ffic ie n tly  small value.
9. To reach the desired load, repeat Steps 1-8.
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3 .1 .4  Middle-Crack Tension Specimen
A middle-crack tension specimen (F ig . 4) subjected to uniform 
stress, S, was chosen in th is  analysis. Because of symmetry conditions, 
only one eighth of the specimen was analyzed. The dimensions of the 
specimen is the same as the one used in the ASTM Committee E24 task 
group round robin, with b = 1.5 inch, t  = 0.188 inch and h = 2b.
The f in ite  element model was composed of four layers of d iffe ren t  
thicknesses, as shown schematically in Fig. 5. For the outer surface 
(z= t) plane, the stress s ta te  is ' almost lik e  plane-stress conditions. 
Whereas for the inner region, (z=0 plane) the stress state is  s im ilia r 
to p lane-stra in  conditions due to the constraint e f fe c t .  Therefore, 
th in  and thick layers have been chosen to model these two conditions. 
The thickness of layers t j ,  t 2» t 3 and t 4 were chosen as 0.094, .047, 
.027 and .02 inch, respective ly . The f in i te  element mesh (F ig . 6) shows 
the mesh in the z=0 plane. This two-dimensional mesh was used to 
construct a three-dimensional mesh by translating  the mesh in the z 
d irec tio n  (Fig. 7 ). The material used was assumed to be e la s tic -  
p e rfe c tly  plastic and had an e ffe c tiv e  y ie ld  stress of 50 k s i, a modulus 
of e la s t ic ity  of 10000 k s i, and a Poisson's ra t io  of 0 .3 . These 
properties model an aluminum a llo y  material having the cyc lic  stress- 
s tra in  curve shown in F ig . 8. The curve is  composed of three stages. 
The solid  lin e  represents the material behavior under tens ile  loading, 
the dashed line  illu s tra te s  unloading, and the dash-dot lin e  shows its  
behavior upon reloading.
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Schematic diagram for o n e  eighth of the middle-crack tension specimen 
subjected to uniform stress
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F ig .
, F in ite  element Idea liza tion  of the middle-crack tension specimen.
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F ig . 8 Cyclic stress-straln  curve for an e las tic -p e rfec tly  p las tic  
m ateria l.
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3 .1 .5  Simulation of Crack Extension and Closure
The three-dimensional f in i t e  element program is  able to change the 
boundary conditions of the crack associated with crack extension, crack 
closure (contacting surfaces) and crack opening (separating surfaces) 
during a specified load h istory. In a f in i t e  element analysis, the
boundary conditions (free  or fixed) are usually imposed by adding or 
deleting equations from the overall system of equations. However, in
present analysis, as i llu s tra te d  in Fig. 9, the fixed boundary
conditions are sa tis fie d  by connecting three springs to each boundary 
node. These springs, with s tiffness  Ksx, KSy, and Ksz, are used to 
satis fy  boundary conditions in the x, y and z d irections,
respective ly . The spring s tiffness  for any fixed node on the boundary 
is set equal to an extremely large value (10^ times the modulus of 
e la s t ic ity  of the material in the s tructu re).
The crack extension was simulated by releasing the crack fro n t  
nodal forces a t the maximum applied stress of each cycle. The 
corresponding crack fro n t nodal forces were released in five  equal 
steps. This process creates new crack-surfaces.
A fter each load increment, the v-displacement of nodes in the plane 
of the crack were checked to determine whether the crack surfaces should 
open (positive  v-displacement) or close (negative v-displacement). I f  
the v-displacement of a node in the plane of the crack was positive  
(crack opening), the s tiffn ess  of the springs connected to the 
corresponding nodes was set equal to zero and the s tiffness  matrix was 
updated. I f  the v-displacement of a node in the crack plane was 
negative (crack closure), the spring s tiffn ess  of the corresponding
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Fig. 9 Three-dimensional modeling of boundary conditions.
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nodes was set to the extremely large value and the s tiffn ess  matrix was 
updated.
In summary, an isoparametric, 8-noded, lin e a r-s tra in  cubic element 
was used in a three-dimensional, e la s t ic -p la s t ic , f in i t e  element 
program. Element stra ins and stresses were derived based on the lin e a r  
in terpo la tion  function of the cubic element. The von Mises' y ie ld
c r ite r io n  was used to check the y ie ld ing  conditions in the structure. 
The to ta l s tra in  was divided into e la s tic  and p las tic  parts . The
e la s tic  stra in  was d ire c tly  related to the e la s tic  stress through 
e la s t ic ity  matrix [De] .  The p las tic  s tra in , on the other hand, was 
re la ted  to the y ie ld  c rite rio n  through Drucker's normality p rin c ip le . 
The e la s tic -p la s tic  matrix in an incremental analysis was also derived.
The governing equation of e la s t ic -p la s t ic  m aterials using f in i te  
element technique was reviewed. The algorithm for " in i t ia l  stress"
approach was described. In th is technique, the e las tic  s tiffn ess  matrix 
remains unchanged during each ite ra tio n  process and, as a re s u lt , y ie lds  
a rapid rate of convergence.
The next chapter presents the app lication  of three-dimensional
analysis to cyclic  crack extension.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter describes the results from the three-dimensional 
analysis of a middle-crack specimen under constant-amplitude loading. 
The crack growth and closure behavior for d iffe re n t stress levels  was 
examined. A load-reduced-displacement technique was also used to
determine the crack-opening stresses from displacements calculated a t
specified points along the crack plane.
In a l l  the analyses, a single three-dimensional, fin ite -e lem en t 
idea liza tion  of a middle-crack tension specimen was used. A constant- 
amplitude cyc lic  loading with a stress ra tio  (the ra tio  of minimum to
maximum applied stress, R) of 0.1 was used. The material was assumed to 
be an e la s tic -p e rfe c tly  p las tic . The dimensions of the specimen was the 
same as the one used in the ASTM Committee E24 task group round robin, 
with b = 1.5 inch, t  = 0.188 inch and h = 2b. The specimen was 
subjected to constant-amplitude loading fo r two d iffe re n t stress 
leve ls . The crack was extended by one element size (1 .8x l0“3 in .)  a t  
the maximum applied stress of each cycle.
4.1 Plane-Strain Analysis
By imposing the boundary conditions w=0 on z=0 and z=t planes of 
the three-dimensional model, a plane-strain analysis was conducted. To 
determine the load increment to be used in th is  study, analyses were
42
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conducted for several load increments under a stress level o f 0 .1  <jyS. 
The normalized v-displacement a t the f i r s t  node behind the crack t ip  
(ra tio  of v-displacement to the e la s tic  v-displacement) were plotted as 
a function of load increment in Fig. 10. The fina l v-displacement was 
nearly independent of the applied load increment.
To determine the optimum load increment, the number of ite ra tio n s  
required to reach a pre-selected load level as a function of load
increment are p lotted in Fig. 11. The number of ite ra tio n s  fo r smaller 
load increments is  higher than those fo r larger load increments. To
reduce the computational time and a t the same time be able to check
closure or opening of crack surfaces, a load increment equal to 20
percent of the in i t ia l  y ie ld  load was selected (see dashed lin e  in Fig. 
11).
The model was f i r s t  loaded to the in i t ia l  y ie ld  load, as shown by 
the symbol x in F ig . 12. The load was then incremented until the
maximum applied stress was reached. At th is  stress le v e l, the crack was 
a r b it r a r i ly  extended one element size (1 .1 8 x l0 "^ in .) and then the
specimen was unloaded. During unloading, the node behind the crack tip
closed. When the specimen was reloaded, the node behind the crack t ip
opened a t a lower stress level than the previous closure stress. The 
load was again increased until the maximum applied stress was reached. 
At th is stress le v e l, the crack was again extended one element size and 
the specimen was again unloaded. The normalized crack-opening and
crack-closure stresses as a function of cycle (time) are shown in Fig. 
12. The solid and hollow c ircu la r symbols represent closure and opening 
stresses, respectively. As seen in Fig. 12, in i t ia l l y ,  the nodes behind 
the crack tip  closed a t a higher stress level than the closure stress of
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the previous cycle. When the model was again reloaded, they opened a t a 
higher stress level than the opening stress on the previous cycle. The 
analysis was repeated for many cycles. As the crack propagated in the 
coarse part of the mesh (see in s e r t ) ,  the closure and opening stresses 
were almost the same. There was a fluctuation  in closure stresses due 
to the trans ition  from coarse to fin e  mesh region (see Fig. 12 a fte r  18 
cycles). Then, as the crack advanced into the fine  mesh, the opening 
stresses were s lig h tly  lower than those in the coarse mesh. On the
other hand, there was a rise in the closure stresses as the crack
propagated in the fine  region of the mesh. The closure and opening
stresses appeared to s ta b iliz e  a fte r  further crack growth. The ra tio  of 
crack-opening stress to the maximum applied stress a fte r  23 load cycles 
was found to be 0.27.
4 .2  Three-Dimensional Analysis
4 .2 .1  Middle-Crack Tension Specimen Subjected to Stress Level o f 
0 .2  ays
The three-dimensional middle crack model was subjected to constant- 
amplitude loading as shown in Fig. 13. The maximum applied stress was 
0 .2  cys and the in i t ia l  crack length was .73125 inch. As the model was 
loaded, the most highly stressed crack fro n t element on the exterio r  
layer y ie lds a t a load indicated by x in Fig. 13. At the maximum
applied stress, the crack front nodes were a l l  released and the crack 
advanced one element size (1.18x10”  ^ in . ) .  During unloading, the newly- 
created crack-surface node on the outer region was the f i r s t  to close 
(see solid  c ircu lar symbol). Upon further unloading, the remaining 
newly-created crack-surface nodes closed. The la s t  node to close was on
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the Inner region (see solid square symbol). During reloading, the open 
square and c irc u la r symbols represent the opening stress on the inner 
region (z=0) and on the outer region (z = t ) ,  respectively. At the 
maximum applied stress, the crack again grew one element s ize . The 
model was then unloaded. This procedure was repeated until the desired 
number of cycles were applied. A fter 8 cycles, the ra tio s  of opening- 
stress-to-maximum-applied-stress fo r the outer and inner regions were 
0.53 and 0.33, respective ly . The opening stresses on the outer region 
were in quantita tive  agreement with previous plane-stress analysis [2 ] ,  
and those on the inner region agreed reasonable well with p lane-stra in  
analysis [92 ]. Not enough cycles were applied to see i f  the opening 
level would drop in the in te r io r  as was seen in the p lane-stra in  case. 
Because the opening and closure stresses on the outer region were nearly 
the same, a higher stress level case was analyzed to see i f  the opening- 
stress ra tios  (S0/Smax) would ris e .
4 .2 .2  Middle-Crack Tension Specimen Subjected to Stress Level of 
0.25 cyj.
The three-dimensional model (F ig . 7) was subjected to the constant- 
amplitude loading as shown in Fig. 14. The maximum applied stress was 
0,25 a . The in i t ia l  crack length was 0.73125 inch. At the maximum
j  5
applied stress of each cycle, the crack was a rb itra r i ly  extended one 
element size (1.18x10"^ in ) .  The specimen was f i r s t  loaded to the 
i n i t ia l  y ie ld  load shown as symbol x in Fig. 14. The load was applied  
incrementally u n til the maximum applied stress was reached. At the 
maximum applied stress, the crack was extended one element s ize , and 
then the model was unloaded. During unloading, as i t  was noted in  the 
previous section, the nodes a t the outer region of the specimen closed
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f i r s t  (see in Fig. 14). Upon fu rther unloading, the nodes on the inner 
region closed next.
The so lid  and open symbols represent the closure and opening 
stresses, respectively, for the outer region (z= t) and inner region 
(z=0) as seen in Fig. 14. At the minimum applied load, most of the 
nodes in the crack plane were closed. The specimen was then reloaded. 
During reloading, the inner nodes opened f i r s t .  Further loading caused 
the nodes on the outer regions to open. The load was increased u n til 
the maximum applied stress was obtained. At th is  stress le v e l, the 
crack was again extended one element s ize. The specimen was then 
unloaded. This procedure was repeated for a number of cycles. Based on
this analysis a fte r  10 cyclic loadings, the ra tio  of opening stress to
maximum applied stress for the outer and inner regions were found to be 
0.54 and 0 .33 , respectively.
The crack-surface displacements for constant-amplitude loading with 
a maximum stress of 0.25 <r ksi for the inner and outer regions of the 
specimen are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. The v-displace- 
ments, v in the y d irection  are plotted as a function of coordinate 
location (x) for specified cycles 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 as seen in Figs. 15 
and 16, respective ly . The lower curves in Figs. 15 and 16 show the v- 
displacements a t the maximum applied stress before the crack extends one 
element s ize . The other curves represent the crack-opening displace­
ments a t the maximum applied stress a fte r  the crack has been extended. 
The sharp knee behind node A in  the displacement curves is  due to the 
plastic  deformation which resulted from extending the crack one element
size a t the maximum applied stress.
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The crack-surface displacements fo r Inner and outer regions a t  
maximum and minimum applied stress a f te r  9 growth increment are shown as 
a function of coordinate location (x ) in Fig. 17. The terms and C 
represent the in i t ia l  and fin a l crack lengths. The crack-opening 
displacements for the inner region are larger than the displacements for 
the outer region due to the constraint e ffe c t  is the inner region.
The closure and opening p ro file s  of the crack-surface fo r the 10th 
cycle of the load history are shown in F ig . 18. At minimum load (0.1  
Smax) ,  the inner region has started to open while the outer region is  
s t i l l  closed. By increasing the load, the in te rio r portion opened more 
while closure was s t i l l  present on the outer regions. At a stress level 
of 0.36 Smax, the in te rio r  was fu lly  open and the outer nodes were s t i l l  
closed by one element length. For a stress level higher than 0.56 S ,,^ , 
the e n tire  crack plane was fu lly  open.
The d is tribu tio ns  of normalized a■ along the crack plane a t  the 
maximum and minimum applied stress leve ls  for the inner and outer 
regions are shown in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. At the maximum 
applied stress, the crack plane is fu l ly  open. Therefore, there is  very 
l i t t l e  stress in the y direction fo r the elements along the crack 
plane. The value of oy a t the crack tip  for the inner region is  
higher than that fo r the outer region due to the constraint e f fe c t .  At 
the minimum applied stress (F ig . 20 ), due to the contact stresses 
associated with closure a t the crack fro n t, the outer region carries  a 
higher normal stress in the y d irec tio n  than the inner region. The 
varia tio n  of normalized <?x along crack plane a t  the maximum and 
minimum applied stresses for inner and outer regions are shown in Figs. 
21 and 22, respective ly . At the maximum applied stress, the elements
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Fig. 22 Variation of normalized ox along crack plane at minimum applied 
stress a fte r  constant-amplitude crack extension.
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around the crack plane are under tension. The constraint e ffe c t In the 
higher inner region gives higher normal stress in the x d irection  for 
the inner region than the outer region. At the minimum applied stress, 
the a stress a t  the crack t ip  on the outer region is  higher than theA
inner region due to the closure e f fe c t  of the unloading part of the 
cycle.
Figure 23 shows the varia tion  in normalized stress, crz , acting  
through the plate thickness fo r various locations along the x -ax is . 
Again, the normal stresses are evaluated a t the element centroid. The 
outer region is located a t z= t. The number 1-6 represents the element 
location ahead of the crack fro n t as shown in the in s e rt. The top curve 
shows the d is trib u tio n  of az for elements ju s t behind the crack fro n t  
(location  1 ). Due to the high stress gradient and constraint a t  the 
crack fro n t, the normalized az carries the maximum expected value. 
Near the free surface (z = t) ,  the loss of constraint is  re flec ted  in 
lower values of az . The loss of constraint is also re flec ted  in lower 
value of az fo r locations away from the crack fro n t (locations 2- 6 ).
4 .3  Determination of Crack-Opening Stress
Using a Load-Reduced-Displacement Technique
The load-reduced-displacement technique is  frequently used by 
experim entalists to obtain the crack-opening stress from displacements 
measured a t  various locations along the crack plane. In th is  section, 
the load-reduced-displacement technique was used in the analysis to 
calculate crack-opening stress from displacements calculated a t  
specified locations A^, and A3 along the crack plane (see Fig. 24). 
The Aj location was f i r s t  chosen by Elber [47 ]. The location A2 is
equal to about one specimen thickness behind the crack fro n t. The A3
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location is  the center of the specimen which is usually chosen by the 
experim entalists to measure the crack-opening stress.
The applied stress is  plotted against the crack-opening displace­
ment fo r specified points Aj_, Ag and A3 on the crack plane as shown in 
Fig. 24. These curves are constructed using the displacements
calculated for 65 load increments. Points A2 and A3, which l ie  in the 
crack plane, give larger crack-opening displacements than point A l. But 
the displacements a t point A^  should be more sensitive to the closure 
behavior on the outer region of the model. Figures 25 to 27 show the 
load-reduced displacement plots for points A l, A2 and A3, respectively. 
The crack-opening stress is  determined from these load-reduced
displacement plots using the following steps.
A s tra ig h t lin e  is  f i t te d  through some of the in i t ia l  unloading 
points. Knowing the equation o f th is  lin e , an expression for the 
displacement quantities is obtained. For each load increment, the 
corresponding displacement quantity is then found from the equation of 
the s tra ig h t l in e .  The difference between the f in i t e  element calcula­
tion and the s tra ig h t-lin e  displacement is called reduced displacement. 
The applied stress against reduced displacement p lo t for point Al can be 
analyzed as follows. The applied stress and reduced displacement 
quantities were found using the unloading and reloading portions of the 
cyc lic  load history a fte r  the 7th cycle. For unloading and the range of
applied stress between 12.5 ksi and 10 ks i, the reduced displacement
values are zero. Between 10 and 6 ksi stress range, the reversed 
p la s t ic ity  a t the crack fro n t causes the reduced displacement values to 
decrease. Below 6 ks i, reversed p la s tic ity  and crack closure causes 
e rra tic  behavior of the reduced displacement p lo t. Crack closure tends
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to increase the reduced displacement value (opposite to that caused by 
reverse p la s t ic ity ) .  At the minimum applied stress, Smi-n = 1.25 ks i, 
the maximum reduced displacement value was obtained. For the reloading 
portion o f the load h is to ry , the curve goes to the l e f t  because the
crack-surfaces are opening behind the crack fro n t. For the point a t
as
which the = ® » the crack-opening stress was obtained. The
crack-opening stress fo r point Al was found to be 6.56 ks i. Upon 
fu rther reloading, the curve moved to the r ig h t and passed by the 
s ta rtin g  point of the applied-stress-reduced-displacement p lo t. This 
small d ifference is suspected to be caused by cumulative numerical 
errors in the analysis. A s im ilar trend was found for points A2 and 
A3. The crack-opening stresses for points A2 and A3, using the load- 
reduced displacement p lo t, were found to be 5.23 and 4.94 ksi in Fig. 26 
and 27, respectively.
The normalized crack-opening stress, as a function of normalized 
distance from the center of the crack for. points A l, A2 and A3 is shown 
in Fig. 28. Based on these resu lts , i t  can be seen that point Al has a 
crack-opening stress close to the outer region crack-opening stress. On 
the other hand, point A3 had a crack-opening stress closer to the inner 
region. The crack-opening stress for point A2 was located between the 
crack-opening stresses o f points Al and A3.
In summary, by imposing proper boundary conditions on the three-
dimensional model, crack-opening and closure behavior of a growing crack
under plane-strain  conditions was analyzed. Next, the three-dimensional
model was subjected to stress levels of 0.24 and 0.25 cr toys ys
investigate crack-opening and crack closing stresses of the outer and 
inner regions of the crack plane. The ra tio  of crack-opening stress to
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maximum applied stress under a stress level of 0.25 o was found to be
0.56 and 0.34 for outer and inner regions of the model, respective ly . 
The ra tio  o f crack-opening to maximum applied stress under a stress 
level of 10 ksi was found to be 0.53 and 0.33 fo r the outer and inner 
regions, respective ly . The d is tribu tio ns  of crack-surface displacements 
and of normal stresses in the x and y directions for maximum and minimum 
applied stresses (Smax = 0.25 OyS> R = 0.1) were presented. The 
behavior of normal stress through the specimen thickness for specified  
elements along the crack plane was also presented. A load-reduced- 
displacement technique was used to calculate crack-opening stresses 
using displacements calculated a t  selected points on the outer region o f 
the model.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A three-dimensional, e la s t ic -p la s t ic , f in i t e  element analysis for 
fatigue crack growth and closure has been developed. The f in i t e  element 
program incorporated 8-noded, l in e a r -s tra in , isoparametric elements.
The p la s t ic ity  formulation used Zienkiew icz's " in it ia l  stress" approach 
with the von Mises' y ie ld  c r ite r io n  and Drucker's normality condition  
under sm all-s tra in  assumptions. The program was vectorized fo r use on 
the VPS-32 computer a t  NASA Langley Research Center. The program 
includes re s ta r t c a p a b ilitie s , to stop and then re s ta rt the program a t  
the end of each fatigue cycle.
The three-dimensional analysis was used to study cyc lic  crack 
extension and closure behavior for a middle-crack specimen subjected to 
uniform stress. The specimen material was assumed to be an e la s t ic -  
p e rfe c tly -p la s tic . The specimen was subjected to constant-amplitude 
cyc lic  loading with an R ra tio  of 0.1 and a t  two maximum stress leve ls .
The specimen dimensions: h a lf-w id th , h a lf-he igh t and h a lf­
thickness (1 .5 , 3 and 0.188 inches, respectively) were identica l to the 
specimen used in the ASTM Committee E24 task group round robin on crack 
closure. The resu lts  obtained from th is analyses support the following  
conclusions:
1. After several fatigue cycles, the crack front closes f ir s t  a t the outer
region (free surface) of the specimen and closes last in the inner region.
71
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2. For the maximum applied stress level considered (Smax = 0.25 OyS)» 
the crack-opening stress levels  were about 0.34 and 0.56 times the
maximum applied stress for the inner and outer regions,
respective ly , a fte r  nine cycles.
3. Crack-opening stress leve ls  on the outer and inner regions of the 
specimen agreed reasonably well with plane-stress and p lane-strain  
calculations reported in the l ite ra tu re .
4. The varia tion  of normal stress through the thickness d irection  for 
various elements along the crack plane was studied. The elements 
located in the inner region had a higher stress than the outer 
region due to constraint on the elements in the inner region.
5. For the stress level o f 0.25 <jys , crack-opening displacements a t  
three locations on the crack plane were monitored during the seventh 
fatigue cycle to determine crack-opening stresses. The f i r s t  
location was near the in tersection point of the crack fro n t and the 
free surface. The second location was about one specimen thickness 
behind the crack fro n t. The th ird  location was a t  the centerline of 
the specimen and on the crack plane. The opening stress for the 
f i r s t  location agreed closely with the plane-stress value, whereas 
the th ird  location agreed with the p lane-strain  value reported in
the l ite ra tu re . The opening stress for th is  intermediate location
was in between the plane-stress and p lane-stra in  values.
In th is analysis, no attempt was made to develop a growth c rite r io n  
fo r crack extension. The crack was simply extended a t  the maximum 
applied stress of each cycle. This analysis may give a better under­
standing of the three-dimensional crack growth and closure process, and 
may lead to improved methods of l i f e  prediction.
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APPENDIX A
SOLUTION TECHNIQUE FOR LARGE SYMMETRIC 
BANDED MATRIX EQUATIONS
The governing equations of equilibrium  of a d iscretized structure 
is  given by
[Ke] {6} = {P} (A .l)
where [Ke] is  a symmetric, p o s itiv e -d e fin ite , n x n m atrix, {6} is a 
generalized unknown displacement vector, and {P} is  known external 
applied load vector. The matrix [Ke] is  usually highly banded due to 
the nature of f in i te  element analysis. Solving for the unknown vector 
{6} in Eq. (A .l)  by means of the d ire c t inverse method is  costly due 
to the number of computer operations. In order to reduce the cost and 
time of the computations, { 6} is computed by means of a fac to riza tio n  
of [Ke] .  The Cholesky fac to riza tio n  [91] of a symmetric positive- 
d e fin ite  matrix can be w ritten  as
[Ke] = [L] [D] [L ]T (A .2)
where [L] is a un it lower triangular m atrix, [D] is a positive diagonal 
m atrix , and [L]^ is the transpose of [L ] .  Letting [D] [L ]T {6} = {x}, 
and substituting into Eq. (A . l ) ,  one arrives  a t the follow ing expression
[L] {x} = (P) (A.3)
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Equation (A .3) can be solved fo r (x ) using a forward substitution
scheme. Then { 6} Is found by backward substitu tion:
[L ]T {5} = [D]" 1 {x} . (A .4)
For structures employing nonlinear m ateria ls, one way to model the
non linearity  is  to modify the external applied load vector {P> and
obtain a solution to the modified equation
[Kfi] { 6} = {P} (A .5)
where (P> = {P} + {Q}, and {Q} is  p lastic -load  vector fo r the elements 
which undergo p las tic  deformation. I f  the Cholesky decomposition of the 
[Ke] matrix has already been performed, one can solve the above equation 
with considerably less computer time than that required for decomposing 
the o rig ina l [Ke] m atrix. A computer program [2 ] for solving Eq. (A .5) 
called SYMBAN (an acronym fo r SYMmetric-BANded m atrix ), is l is te d  in 
Appendix B.
Because the s tiffness matrix [Ke] is  a symmetric and p o s itive - 
d e fin ite , only the coeffic ien ts  on the diagonal and below are used in
the computations. All the zero coeffic ien ts  in the lower triang u la r  
part of m atrix remain zero a fte r  the Cholesky fac to riza tio n , provided 
that there is  no row or column interchange [2 ] .  The variable-bandwidth  
storage scheme used in SYMBAN stores only the non-zero co e ffic ien ts  
(only the elements between the f i r s t  non-zero c o e ffic ien t and the 
diagonal), arranging them consecutively in a single one-dimensional 
array.
For example, the co effic ien ts  of the [Kg] matrix are stored as 
follows:
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K1
K2 K3 Symmetric
0 K4 K5
0 0 K6 K7
0 0 0 K8 k9
0 0 K10 K11 K12 K13
The coe ffic ien ts  of the Cholesky fac to riza tio n  (L^) occupy the same 
storage locations as shown in Eq. (A .6 ) .  Therefore, as Cholesky 
decomposition is  applied to Eq. (A .6 ) ,  the coeffic ien ts  of fac to riza tion  
are computed and stored in the [Ke] array (th a t is , replaces K^  
for i = 1, 13) given by Eq. (A .6 ) .
For the structures in which boundary conditions change (such as 
crack extension or in te rm itten t contact of crack-surfaces), one must 
modify the matrix [Ke] and obtain a solution to the modified equation
[Re] { 6} = (P) (A .7)
where [K ] = [K ] + [ 6K ] .  An algorithm for the Cholesky fac to riza -
c  C  C
tion of [R ] was already in SYMBAN. Using the above algorithm for 
modification of [Ke] gives
[K J  = [Ke ] + a {z} {z )T (A .8 )
where a is  a scalar quantity, and {z} is  a column vector. Assuming 
that Cholesky factors are given by Eq. (A .6 ) ,  then the modified Cholesky 
factors may be expressed as
[Kfi] = CL] [D] [L ]T (A .9)
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As the Cholesky factors are modified, only those coe ffic ien ts  in  
the [Ke] matrix which are below and to the r ig h t of the c o e ffic ie n t, or 
coeffic ien ts  being modified, are affected [2 ] ,  For example, i f  one of 
the co e ffic ien ts  of matrix (A .6) ,  such as K5, was modified as
K5 = K5 + a (A .10)
The resulting  modified matrix would then assume the form
~ 4  1
r  n
0
L2 L3 0
0 L4 C5
1
0 0 Eg C7 and {z} = 0
0 0 0 Lg L9 0
0 0 4o  4 i  4 2  4 3 J 4
The barred co effic ien ts  in Eq. (A .11) represent the modified Cholesky 
factors , while the others correspond to those resu lting  from the 
orig ina l fa c to riza tio n . Additional information concerning solution of 
the subroutine "SYMBAN" is given in reference [2 ] .
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APPENDIX B
FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING
The three-dimensional f in i t e  element program contains a main 
program and several subroutines. The current version of the program has 
been used with 3804 cubic elements and 5145 nodes. The following
variables are used in main common.
The overall s tiffness  matrix is  stored in array AA. BB is used for 
the external applied load vector, and has a dimension equal to the 
maximum number of degrees of freedom in the structure. MB, MSUM, MPTAB,
R, Tj ,^ T2 , T3, Z, QP have the same dimension as BB array . X and Y
arrays, which contain the six components o f the stress and strain a t  
each Gaussian point, occupy an array whose dimension is 48 times the
number of cubic elements. BBMT and WWDUM represent the temporary arrays 
fo r the [B] matrix and Gaussian points o f the cubic elements in the 
structure . MAXBW is  the maximum bandwidth of overall s tiffness
m atrix. T4 has a dimension equal to maximum bandwidth. EPSI is used as 
an accuracy check value. NGAUS is number of Gaussian points used in 
each d irec tio n . DELP is used as an amount of load increment fo r the 
p la s t ic ity  part of the program. NNODE is  to ta l number of nodes in the 
structure. D and DINV are e la s t ic ity  matrix and i ts  inverse,
respective ly . PCT defines the percentage o f the load a t in i t ia l  y ie ld  
and is  used in the p la s t ic ity  analysis. MAXIT is maximum number of 
ite ra tio n s . N0DX0, NODYO, NODZO, NODXC, NODYC and NODZC represent the
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node numbers of the X=0, Y=0, Z=0, X=XC0R, Y=YC0R, and Z=ZC0R planes, 
respective ly , INODXO, INODYO, INODZO, INODXC, INOOYC and INQDZC 
represent the to ta l number of nodes for the X=0, Y=0, Z=0, X=XC0R, 
Y=YC0R, and Z=ZC0R planes, respectively. NODYA defines the node numbers 
located along the centerline of the crack. INOOYA is  the sum of nodes 
along the centerline of the crack plane. SK2 is  the spring s tiffn ess . 
PX, PY, and PZ are the nodal components of force in the x, y and z
d irections, respectively. NODFIX id e n tif ie s  the fixed nodes in the 
structure. U, V and W are nodal displacements in the x, y and z
d irections, respectively. XCOR, YCOR, ZCOR define the maximum 
coordinates of x, y and z in the structure. MS id e n tif ie s  the nodal 
connectiv ities of each cubic element. MXNOO and MXNEL define maximum 
nodes and elements in the structure. MXGAUS defines the maximum number 
of Gaussian points in the cubic elements. MPLAS stands for the elements 
which undergo p la s t ic ity .  LOCAT is used to find a lin e  of nodes in the 
crack plane which have the same x-coordinate as the crack tip  node. 
FORCE is used for the force exerted on a node in the crack plane. KLU 
is  a code used in subroutine contact. NTYP specifies the type of crack 
extension. PYLD is load a t in i t ia l  y ie ld . NLM is  number of steps to 
reduce the exerted force on the springs. SCRIT is  the c r it ic a l stra in  
a t the specified nodes. UOLD, VOLD and WOLD are updated U, V and W
displacements for each ite ra tio n  in the p la s t ic ity  analysis. SK contains
the s tiffness  matrix of cubic element. NDOF is the to ta l number of 
degrees of freedom. EPS is used for the element s tra in s . PT is the 
accumulated load in subroutine PLAS for each load increment. WIDTH is  
the width of the specimen. PMAX is  the maximum load for each cycle. 
ACURCY is accuracy check value used in subroutine PLAS. STGAS is used
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for stress component in subroutine PLAS. NELM is the maximum number of 
elements. HP is  slope of p la s tic  part of s tress-stra in  curve. SIG3AR 
is used fo r updating the stresses of each Gaussian point during the 
p la s t ic ity  analysis. ERIT is  an error check on convergence of
solution . SBAR is the e ffe c tiv e -s tre s s  a t each Gaussian point during
each ite ra t io n . NPLC is used fo r the to ta l number of p la s tic
elements. MPLC defines the elements which become p lastic  during each
load increment. QP defines the p las tic -lo ad  vector for the p la s t ic -  
elements. The variable LENTOT is  the sum of a l l  the dimensions of the 
arrays in  the common block main.
The comments in the subroutines explain th e ir  usuage in development 
of the program. A Fortran l is t in g  of the program is  shown a t the end of 
th is  chapter.
B .l Description of the F in ite  Element Computer Program
In i ts  present form, th is  program does not constitute a general 
program for the analysis of nonlinear cracked structures. The program 
is subjected to the following re s tr ic tio n s : the crack fro n t must l ie  on
the x-z plane, be normal to the y -a x is , and the crack fro n t must propa­
gate in the positive x-d irection .
The input to the program is  explained herein.
Line # Parameters Format
1. T i t le  (20A4)
2. IRUN (15)
3. XNOTCH, CRACK, WIDTH, THICK, HEIGHT, DAX, SCALE (7E13.5)
4. LPRIT, LMAX, KMAX, NLAYER, NEP (515)
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5. (Z E ( I) ,  1=1, NLAYER) (E13.5)
6 . YOUNG, POIS, SIGYS, AM, ROM (5E13.5)
7. (NBEGIN (IG ), NEND (IG ), IG = 1,8) (15)
8 . K, XR( I ) ,  Y R (I) , ZR(I) (15 , 4X, 3E16.8)
9. IN , (M0DE(J, IN ), J = 1,8) (5X, 915)
10. NSYMPL (1615)
11. ( ISYMPLY( I ) ,  I = 1, NYSMPL) (15)
12. NFIX, NLOAD, NSPD (315)
13. NODF, MU, MY, MW (415)
14. NODLOD ( IL ) ,  PX, PY, PZ (15, 3E13.6)
15. NODS, K, DISP(N) (215, E14.5)
16. NTYP, NLM, SCRIT, ACURCY (215, 2E10.4)
17. PCT, ERIT, MAXIT, MODEL, NELE1, 
NELE2, OPTION, RP
(2E10.3 , 515, E10.3)
18. P, WORD, ICYCLE (E10.3 , A4, IX , 14)
The follow ing paragraph defines a l l  the parameters used in the 
program.
XNOTCH is  the notch length on the x -ax is . CRACK is the crack 
length in the y=0 plane. WIDTH, THICK, HEIGHT are the width, thickness 
and height of the structure. DAX is  the smallest element size in the 
region and is  used fo r the crack extension. SCALE scales the width, 
thickness and height of the specimen to the desired dimension. LPRIT = 
0 indicates no intermediate output is printed. LPRIT = 1 results  in 
interm ediate output. LMAX is  number of nodes in the Z = 0 plane. KMAX 
is  the number of elements in Z=0 plane. NLAYER indicates the number of 
layers in the structure. NEP specifies e la s tic  or p las tic  analysis. I f  
NEP=0, e la s tic  analysis is performed. I f  NEP > 0, p las tic  analysis is
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performed. ZE (I) represents the z-coordinates of each laye r, and NLAYER 
is  the to ta l number o f layers in the structure. YOUNG, POIS, SIGYS 
represent modulus of e la s t ic ity ,  Poisson's ra t io , and the y ie ld  stress 
of the m ateria l. AM and ROM define lin e a r  or nonlinear s tra in  hardening 
c o e ffic ie n ts . NBEGIN (IG ), NEND (IG ), IG = 1,8 are the data fo r s tra in  
hardening s tress-s tra in  curve using m u ltilin e a r technique. K refers  to 
the node number, and X R (I), Y R (I), ZR (I) are the coordinates of node K 
in x, y and z d irection  respectively. IN is  the element number, and 
MODE gives the nodal connectivities o f each cubic element in the 
s tructure . NSYMPL specifies the number o f symmetric planes. ISYMPL is  
the corresponding numbers designated fo r each plane in the structure. 
NFIX, NLOAD and NSPD specify the number of fixed loaded, and specified  
displacements fo r nodes, respectively. NODF is the number of fixed  
nodes, and MU, MV and MW represent the u, v and w fixed displacements 
for each node. NODLOD specifies the number of loaded nodes, and PX, PY
and PZ represent the components of loading in x, y and z d irec tio n ,
respective ly . NODS is  the node number, K is  the code fo r u, v and w
displacements, and DISP is the specified displacement for the 
corresponding node. NTYP specifies the crack growth c r ite r io n , NLM is  
the number of increments to release the crack tip  force. SCRIT is used 
for the CTOD c r ite r io n . ACURCY specifies the crack-opening displacement 
accuracy. PCT is an incremental load fa c to r, and ERIT is the allowable 
percentage error on stress. MAXIT represents the desired number of 
ite ra tio n s  fo r the p la s t ic ity  part of the program. N0DE1 and N0DE2 are 
the node numbers for which the displacements are to be printed from
N0DE1 to N0DE2. NELE1 and NELE2 are the element numbers fo r which the 
stress components should be printed from NELE1 to NELE2. OPTION is  used
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as a code for p rin ting  the stress components from NELE1 to NELE2. For 
OPTION = 1, the stress components o f each Guassian points are printed. 
For OPTION = 0, the stress components a t the centroid of each cubic
element are printed. P designates the maximum applied stress for each 
cycle. WORD specifies stationary or growing crack fo r each cycle. I f  
WORD is  set equal to GROW, the crack w ill extend one element s ize . I f  
WORD is set equal to HALT, the crack w ill be stationary fo r that cycle.
ICYCLE represents the cycle number of the load h istory.
Solving real engineering problems using three-dimensional analysis, 
e n ta ils  a huge storage capacity plus a very large cost for the
computational process. Having unlim ited block storage and to reduce the 
cost of the computations, the three-dimensional analysis was vectorized  
fo r use on the VPS-32 machine. The vectorization was done by replacing  
the normal Fortran expressions w ith Fortran vector notations. The 
vectorization  was done on the major subroutines performing operations 
such as, the stiffness  matrix generation of cubic elements, the stress 
calculations and the p las tic  load vector calculations.
The following examples i l lu s tra te  the vectorization process:
Normal Fortran Notation Fortran Vector Notation
SUM = 0.0
DO 1 I = 1,300 SUM = Q8SSUM (A (l;3 0 0 ))
1 SUM = SUM + A ( I )
00 2 I = 1, N C(1; N) = A (l;  N) *  B(1;N)
2 C (I) = A( I ) *  B( I )
A re s ta r t cap ab ility  was incorporated in the f in i te  element program 
to handle problems which require a large number of cycles. To perform 
the re s ta rt c a p ab ility , the to ta l dimension of a l l  the variables in
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common block/main/ was replaced by common block/main/ as array BIGB in  
the main program and subroutine PLAS. Then a temporary array CIGB was 
equivalenced to array AA only in the subroutine PLAS. Two d iffe re n t  
procedure f i le s  were developed for running the program using the re s ta rt  
c a p a b ility . For a ll  the odd runs, the f i r s t  procedure f i l e  was used and 
the output was w ritten on f i l e j .  Using second procedure f i l e ,  for the 
even runs, f i le ^  was read in and the output was w ritten on f i le g .  The 
array CIGB was mapped on f i le ^  or f i le g  depending on the run number -  
e ith e r odd or even. The contents of the f i le s  is  determined by whether 
or not the calculations have reached the maximum or minimum portion of 
each load cycle. At the maximum applied stress, the resu lts  are stored 
on f ile ^  or f i 1e£ a fte r  the crack has extended one element s ize .
The next page illu s tra te s  a typical input to the program for using 
e la s t ic -p la s t ic  analysis with crack extension.
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3D-CENTER CRACK SPECIMEN
0
.35000E+00 0.69140E+00 .15000E+01 .20000E-01 .30000E+01
.10000E+01
0 1029 951 1 18
.20000E-01
1
.10000E+05 .30000E+00 .50000E+02
1 951
3
1 3 6
0 12 0
1 0. .150000E-02 0.
2 0 . .150000E-02 0 .
23 0. .150000E-02 0.
24 0. .150000E-02 0.
7 0. •300000E-02 0.
8 0 . .300000E-02 0.
11 0 . •300000E-02 0.
12 0 . .300000E-02 0 .
15 0. .300000E-02 0.
16 0 . •300000E-02 0.
19 0. .300000E-02 0.
20 0 . •300000E-02 0 .
0 5 .9999 .98
.356E-01 .200E-•01 100 1 5
.125E+02 GROW 1
. 125E+01 1
. 125E+02 GROW 2
.125E+01 2
HALT
.11719E-02
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PROGRAM CRACK30( INPUT, OUTPUT,TAPE7*01, TAPE5*INPUT, TAPE6-0UTPUT)
C
COMMON /MAINI/BIG8 (13091840)
COMMON/MAIN/ AA(11600000),88(15600,1),MB(15600),MSUM(15600).
1 X( 185000) ,Y( 185000) ,B8MT(740000) ,UW0UM(32OOO) ,MAXBW,T4(2250),
2 LPRIT,EPSI,LMAX,KMAX,NGAUS,MPTAB(15600),R( 15600) ,OELP,
3 ITNOEL.IPLANE,NLAYER,NNODE,0 (6 ,6) ,0 IN V (6 ,6 ), PCT,MAXIT,
4 NOOXO(llOO), IN0DX0,N00Y0(1100), INOOYO,NOOZO(HOO),
5 INOOZO, NOOXC(1 1 0 0 ),INOOXC, NOOYC(1100 ),INODYC, NOOZC(1100),
6 I NOOZC, NOOYA( 200 ), IN0DYA,SK2,PX,PY,PZ,N0DFIX(80) ,D ISP(200),
7 U (5200), V (5200), W ( 5200), ZE (9 ) .  ZT (9 ) ,  XCOR, YCOR, ZCOR, SCALE, LNSTIF,
1 MS( 8 ) ,XR(5200),YR(5200 ),ZR(5200),MXNOD,MXNE L, DAX,MXGAUS,
2 MPLAS (32000), LOCAT(1 0 ), ICUT, FORCE (1 0 ), LBFOR (1 0 ), NOOE1 ,NOOE2,
3 LTOTB,LINE(100),ITNOOX,KLU,NTYP,PYLD,NLM,SCRIT,U0LD(5200),
4 VOLD (5200), WOLD ( 5200), NORM( 100 ),SK(2 4 ,2 4 ),NELE1 ,NELE2, OPTION, RP,
5 T1(15600),T2(15600),T3(15600),Z(15600),YOUNG,POIS,NLOAO,NSPD,
6 NOOF,EPS(32000),N0DL00(80),N0ISP(200).ACURCY,
7 EFEST(4000), KNEW, CRACK, PT, WIDTH, PMAX, STGAS( 6) , XNOTCH,
8 MODE(8,4000),NELM,HP,SIGYS,SIGBAR(32000), NEP,ERIT,
9 SBAR, NPLC,MPLC(4 0 0 0 ),AM, ROM, QP(15600),0UM1(65535)
COMMON/MLTNMAT/ YSTRS(2 0 ) ,YSTRN(20),PLM0DR(20).NSEGMT 
COMMON/RUN/IRUN, NAME( 2 ) , INAME( 2 ) , IRUNMOO, LOPN, LENTOT, TIMSTP 
C0MM0N/0382/NNPE, NOF, NQO, NSTR, NQ02, NNPE2, NQ02NPE, NQD2SR, MXQ2S 
COMMON/VECT/ STRV(8,6),STRSV(8,6),BMT(64,3),W0UM(8),XE(8,3),
NCUBE(8),015(8,3^
DIMENSION NSAME(5200,20)
DIMENSION UMAX(5200)
DIMENSION JNEW(5200),TITLE(20), ISYMPL(6),NBEGIN(8),NEND(8) 
DIMENSION AMAT( 8 ,3 ) ,B(6,24),YTR(6),STR(6)
C
C
C X R (I), YR( I ) ,Z R (I) COORDINATES OF NOOES IN THE STRUCTURE.
C NODXO(I) NODE NUMBERS FOR PLANE X=0
C NODYO(I) Y=0
C NOOZO(I) Z=0
C NOOXC( I ) X=XCOR
C NOOYC(I) Y=YCOR
C NOOZC(I) Z=ZCOR
C U ( I) ,V ( I) ,W ( I)  NOOAL DISPLACEMENTS
C NODLOD(80) MAX OF 80 NOOES LOAOED
DATA NNPE, NOF, NQD, NSTR/8 ,3 ,2 ,6 /
366 FORMAT (10X,' IERR FROM OPNMAP=',Z16,5X, 1 FILE 1,A8 ) 
READ ( 5 . 2 2 2 )  (T IT L £ ( I) ,1=1,20)
222 F0RMAT(20A4)
REA0(5,39) IRUN 
WRITE(6,365). IRUN 
365 F0RMAT(5X,1IRUN = ' ,  15)
C*****OPEN MAP AND ZERO THE AA VECTOR OF LENGTH LENTOT 
LENTOT=13091840
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1000
223
J=LENT0T/65536
JJ=LENT0T-( LENTOT/65536)*65536 
IF(JJ.NE.O) J=J+l 
L0PN»J*128 
CALL OPEN(LOPN)
IRUNMOO-MOO( IRUN,2)
IF(IRUNMOO.EQ.O) THEM
CALL Q30PNMAP(IERR,'STAFILE2',BIGB(1),L0PN,1) 
WRITE(6 ,1000)IERR,LOPN 
F0RMAT(5a,1IERR=',Z16,5X,' LOPN*',116)
CALL Q30PNMAP(IERR,' STAFILE1' ,AA(1 ) ,LOPN,1) 
WRITE(6,1000)IERR,L0PN 
ELSE
IRUNMOO.EQ.l
CALL Q30PNMAP(IERR,'STAFILEI',BIGB(1),L0PN,1) 
WRITE(6 , 1000)IERR,LOPN 
CALL Q30PNMAP(IERR,'STAFILE2',AA(1),L0PN,1) 
WRITE(6 , 1000)IERR,LOPN 
END IF
IF(IERR.NE.O) STOP 
CALL Q5GETTL( ' OLOTIME=1,TOLD)
IF(TOLD.LE.400)THEM 
TIMSTP=40.
ELSE
TIMSTP=1000.
ENO IF 
IF(IRUN.EQ.O) THEN 
J=LENT0T/65536 
DO 223 1=1,J 
I1=(I-1)*65535+1  
AA(U;65535)=0.0  
CONTINUE 
J=J*65536+1 
JJ=LENT0T-J+1 
AA(J;JJ)=0.0 
ENO IF 
NNPE=8 
NDF=3 
NQD=2 
NSTR=6 
MXNEL=3850 
MXN0D=5200 
NGAUS=2 
NQD2=NGAUS**3 
NNPE2=(NNPE*(NNPE+l))/2 
NQD2NPE=NQD2*NNPE 
NQ02SR=NQ02*NSTR 
MXQ2S=MXNEL*NQ02SR 
MXGAUS=NQ02*MXNEL 
IF(IRUN.NE.O) THEN 
CALL DCON( YOUNG, POIS,D, DINV, NQD2)
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CALL PLAS 
GO TO 9991 
ENO IF
C*****ZEROING the VECTORS 
C
CC * * *
C
LNSTIF*11600000 
IIMAX(1;MXN00)*0 
IJ*20*MXN0D
WRITE(6,931)MXNEL,MXNOO,NGAUS,NQ02,NNPE2,NQ02NPE, 
1NQD2SR,MXQ2S,MXGAUS,IJ 
931 F0RMAT(5X,'CHECK FOR CONSTANTS',1 0 I 7)
CALL ZEROIN(NSAME.IJ)
LL=3*MXNOO
MPTA8(1;LL)=0
Z(1;LL)*0 .0
R(1;LL)=0.0
BB(1,1;LL)=0.0
ZR(1;MXN0D)=0.0
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
42 F0RMAT(I5,3E13.6)
C
C******REAO GEOMETRIC OATA 
C
WRITE(6,15) (TITLE( I ),1=1,20)
15 FORMAT(1H1///5X,20A4,//)
REAO(5,16) XNOTCH, CRACK.WIDTH,THICK,HEIGHT,DAX,SCALE 
WRITE(6,17) XNOTCH,CRACK,WIDTH,THICK,HEIGHT,DAX,SCALE
16 F0RMAT(7E13.5)
66 F0RMAT(4E16.8)
17 F0RMAT(5X,'NOTCH*',E13.5 ,2X,'CRACK*',E13.5,2X,'W IDTH*',E13.5, 
C //5X ,'TH IC K *', E13.5 ,2X,'HEIGHT*',E13.5,2X,'OAX*'.E13.5.5X,
1 'SCALE*',E13.5)
39 F0RMAT(16I5)
XCOR=WIDTH
YCOR=HEIGHT
ZCOR=THICK
EPSI=1.E-10
READ(5,39) LPRIT,LMAX.KMAX,NLAYER,NEP 
WRITE(6,28) LPRIT,LMAX.KMAX,NLAYER,NEP 
28 F0RMAT(5X,' LPRIT*', I2 .2 X ,' LM AX*',I5,2X,'KM AX*',I5,2X,
C ' NLAYER*',12,2X ,'N E P *',12)
READ (5,16)(ZE(I),1 *1 ,NLAYER)
00 18 1=1,NLAYER 
W RITE(6,33)I,ZE(I)
33 F0RMAT(5X,'LAYER',IX,1 4 ,'THICKNESS*',2X.E13.5)
18 CONTINUE 
NN00E=(NLAYER+1)*LMAX 
NOOF=NNOOE*3
N E LM=KMAX*N LAYER
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C CONSTANTS IN POLYNOMIAL ANO O-MATRIX
CALL ACAL
CALL 0ERIVE(NGAUS,8)
REAO (5,39) NMAT.NSEGMT 
OO 3 I=1,NMAT
REAO(5,16) YOUNG,POIS,SIGYS,AM,ROM 
WRITE(6,4) YOUNG,POIS,SIGYS,AM,ROM 
REA0(5,39) (NBEGIN(IG),NENO(IG), IG=1,8)
WRITE(6,39)(NBEGIN(IG),NENO(IG),IG=1,8)
OO 5 IG=1,8
IF(NBEGIN( IG ). EQ.0) GOTO 3 
I1=NBEGIN(IG)*8-7 
I2=NEN0(IG) * 8 - I 1+1 
5 SIGBAR(II;12)=SIGYS
3 CONTINUE
4 FORMAT(//10X,'MODULUS, NUE, YIELD STRESS, AM, & ROM0D'.5E12.4)
C
CALL DCON(YOUNG,POIS,0,DINV,NQD2)
C*****READ COORDINATES ANO CONNECTIVITY
C
00 30 I=1,NN00E 
JNEW(I)=I
30 REA0(7,2O) K ,X R (I),Y R (I),Z R (I)
20 F0RMAT(I5,4X,3E16.8)
ZT(1)=ZE(1)
IF(NLAYER.EQ.l) GOTO 36 
DO 35 1=2,NLAYER 
L=I-1
35 ZT(I)=ZT(L)+ZE(I)
36 DO 38 J=1,NN00E 
XR(J)=XR(J)*WIDTH 
YR(J)=YR(J)*HEIGHT*0.5 
LAYER=ZR(J)+0.5 
IF(LAYER.LT.l) GOTO 38 
ZR(J)=ZT(LAYER)
38 CONTINUE
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) GO TO 911 
WRITE(6,333)
W RITE(6,861)(J,XR(J),YR(J),ZR(J), J=1,NN0DE)
861 F0RMAT(2(3X,I5,3(E13.6,1X)))
333 F0RMAT(1H1//10X,1 NODAL COORDINATES,NODE , X ,Y ,AN O ,Z '//)
911 CONTINUE
DO 31 IE=1,NELM
31 REA0(7,39) IN ,(M 0DE(J,IN),J=1,8)
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) GO TO 912 
WRITE(6,334) *
334 F0RMAT(1H1//5X,'NODAL CONNECTIVITY IE , I ,J ,K ,L , II,J 1 .K 1 .L 1 ' / / )  
WRITE(6,864). (IE ,(M O DE(J.IE), J = l ,8 ) , IE=1,NELM)
864 F0RMAT(2(5X,9I5))
60
STR(1 ;NQD2NPE)= STR(1 ;NQD2NPE)+B( 1 , IT;NQD2NPE) *  DISP(1 ,J;NQD2NPE) 
110 CONTINUE
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Cc * * *
c
912 CONTINUE 
IZIP1=5 
CALL Q3CLOCKS(CPU,WALL)
WRITE(6,9999) IZIP1,CPU,WALL 
TIME1=CPU
9999 FORMAT(5X,'STEP#' ,I3 ,2X ,'T IM E  IN SECS§0 CPU»'.F10.4.2X, 
C'WALL3 '.F 1 2 .3 )
WRITE(6,1607) NELM 
1607 FORMAT(5X.' TOTAL NUMBER OF HEXAHEORONS-',16)
C * * *  IDENTIFY NOOES ON CONSTANTS PLANES
C IDENTIFY X=0 PLANE .STORE NOOXO ARRAY (PLANE 1)
C IDENTIFY Y=0 PLANE .STORE NOOYO ARRAY (PLANE 2)
C IDENTIFY Z*0 PLANE .STORE NOOZO ARRAY (PLANE 3)
C IDENTIFY X=C PLANE .STORE NOOXC ARRAY (PLANE 4)
C I0ENTIFY Y=C PLANE .STORE NOOYC ARRAY (PLANE 5)
C IDENTIFY Z=C PLANE .STORE NOOZC ARRAY (PLANE 6)
C
INOOXO=0
INOOYO=0
INOOZO=0
IN00XC=0
IN0DYC=0
INO0ZC=O
INO0YA=O
DO 1300 I=1,NNOOE
IF(A8S(XR(I)).LE.EPSI) GO TO 1301
DX1=A8S(XR(I)-XC0R)
IF(DXl.GT.EPSI) GO TO 1302 
INOOXC=INOOXC+1 
NODXC(INOOXC)=I 
GO TO 1302
1301 INOOXO=INOOXO+1 
NODXO(INODXO)=I
1302 IF(A8S(YR(I)).LE.EPSI) GOTO 1303 
DY1=ABS(YR(I)-YCOR)
IF(DYl.GT.EPSI) GO TO 1304
IN0DYC=IN0DYC+1 
NODYC(INOOYC)
GO TO 1304
1303 INODYO=INOOYO+1 
NOOYO(INOOYO)=I
IF(ZR(I).GT.EPSI) GO TO 1304
INOOYA=INOQYA+1
NOOYA(INOOYA)=I
1304 IF(ABS(ZR(I)).LE.EPSI) GO TO 1305 
DZ1=ABS(ZR(I)-ZC0R)
IF(OZl.GT.EPSI) GO TO 1300
INOOZC=INODZC+1
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NODZC(INODZC)=I 
GO TO 1300 
1305 IN00Z0=IN00Z0+1
NOOZO(INOOZO)= I 
1300 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1002)
1002 FORMAT(5Xt ' INOOXO' ,5 X ,' INOOYO* ,5X, * INOOZO* ,5 X ,' INOOXC',5X 
1 , ' INOOYC',5X,' INOOZC1,5 X ,' INOOYA')
WRITE(6,1122) INOOXO, INOOYO, INOOZO, INOOXC,INOOYC, INOOZC, INOOYA 
1122 F0RMAT(4X,7(I6,5X))
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) GO TO 1001
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) WRITE(6,39) (NOOXO(I),1 -1 , INOOXO)
IF(LPRIT.EQ.0) WRITE(6,39) (NODYO(I),1 -1 , INOOYO)
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) WRITE(6,39) (NODZO(I),1 -1 , INOOZO)
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) WRITE(6,39) (NOQXC(I),1 = 1 ,INOOXC)
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) WRITE(6,39) (NODYC(I),1 = 1 ,INOOYC)
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) WRITE(6,39) (NODZC(I),I=1,INOOZC)
IF(LPRIT.EQ.O) WRITE(6,39) (NOOYA(I),1=1,INOOYA)
1001 CONTINUE 
IZIP1-10
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
WRITE(6,9999) IZIP1,CPU,WALL 
TIME2=CPU
C
C * * * *
c
WRITE(6,1122) NNOOE, NELM,MXNOO,MXNEL, NOOF
CALL NSAMC(MODE, NSAME, IIMAX, MB, NNOOE, NELM,8,MXN00.MXNEL, NOOF,
1 MAXBW)
MSUM(1)=0 
MSUM(2)=1 
DO 352 1=3,NOOF 
LN=I—1
352 MSUM(I) =MSUM( LN)+MB( LN)
LDOF=MSUM(NOOF)+MB( NOOF)
WRITE(6,504) LOOF
504 FORMAT(//10X,'STORAGE REQUIREMENT FOR STIFFNESS MATRIX IS * '110)
IZIP1-14  
CALL Q3CLQCKS(CPU,WALL)
WRITE(6,9999) IZIP1,CPU,WALL 
TIME3=CPU
C
SK2=Y0UNG*1.0E+O7
C
C ASSEMBLE THE STIFFNESS MATRIX K
C
DO 943 1=1,NELM 
NCU8E(1;8)=M00E(1,I;8)
MS(1;8)=NCUBE(1;8)
CALL CORDIN(NCUBE,MXNOO,XR,YR,ZR,XE)
CALL SMALLK(SK,XE,D,IERR)
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00 943 J = l,8  
00 943 1=1,8 
IF(MS(L).LT.MS(J)) GO TO 943 
IU=3*MS(J)-2 
IV=IU+1 
IW=IV+1 
JU=3*MS(L)-2 
JV=JU+1 
JW=JV+1
N1=MSUM(JU)-JU+MB(JU)+IU
N2=N1+1
N3=N2+1
N4=MSUM(JV) - JV+MB(JV)+ IU
N5=N4+1
N6=N5+1
N7=MSUM(JW)-JW+MB(JW)+IU
N8=N7+1
N9=N8+1
MCl=3*J-2
MC2=MC1+1
MC3=MC2+1
MR1=3*1-2
MR2=MR1+1
MR3=MR2+1
AA{N1)=AA(N1)+SK(MR1,MC1)
AA(N4)=AA(N4)+SK(MR2,MC1)
AA(N5)=AA(N5)+SK(MR2,MC2)
AA(N7)=AA(N7)+SK(MR3,MC1)
AA(N8)=AA(N8)+SK(MR3,MC2)
AA(N9)=AA(N9)+SK(MR3,MC3)
952 IF (J- EQ.L) GO TO 943
AA(N2)=AA(N2)+SK(MR1,MC2)
AA(N3)=AA(N3)+SK(MR1,MC3)
AA(N6)=AA(N6)+SK(MR2,MC3)
943 CONTINUE
IZIP1=18 
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
WRITE(5,9999) IZIP1,CPU,WALL 
TIME4=CPU
C
C * * *  IMPOSE SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C
READ (5,39) NSYMPL 
WRITE(6,315) NSYMPL
315 FORMAT(/5X,' NUMBER OF SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS = ' , I3 )  
IF(NSYMPL.EQ.O) GOTO 314
READ(5,39) ( ISYMPL( I ) , 1=1,NSYMPL)
WRITE(6,316). (ISYM PL(I),1=1,NSYMPL)
316 F0RMAT(10X,1 SYMMETRIC PLANE NUMBERS ARE <P0',6I3)
DO 317 IS=1,NSYMPL
ISY=ISYMPL(IS)
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IF (ISY .E Q .l) CALL SYMPLN(AA,MSUM,MB,MPTA8, NODXO, INOOXO,SK2, 1, 
CNOOF.LNSTIF)
IF(ISY.EQ.2) CALL SYMPLN(AA,MSUM,MB.MPTAB, NOOYO, INOOYO, SK2,2 ,  
CNOOF.LNSTIF)
IF(ISY.EQ.3) CALL SYMPLN(AA,MSUM,MB,MPTAB,NOOZO,INOOZO,SK2,3, 
CNDOF.LNSTIF)
IF(ISY.EQ.4) CALL SYMPLN(AA,MSUM,MB,MPTAB,NOOXC,INOOXC,SK2,1, 
CNDOF.LNSTIF)
IF(ISY.EQ.5) CALL SYMPLN(AA.MSUM,MB,MPTAB,NODYC,INOOYC,SK2,2, 
CNOOF.LNSTIF)
IF(ISY.EQ.6) CALL SYMPLN(AA,MSUM,MB,MPTAB,NOOZC,INOOZC,SK2,3, 
CNOOF.LNSTIF)
317 CONTINUE 
314 CONTINUE 
C
C * * *  SYMMETRIC BOUNOARY CONDITIONS ON THE CRACK PLANE 
C
CMIN=1.0E+10 
00 318 1=1,INOOYO 
L=NODYO(I)
SAP=XR(L)
IF(SAP.LT.CRACK) GO TO 318 
C5=XR(L)-CRACK 
IF(C5.LT.CMIN) CMIN=C5 
NV=3*L-1
NVNV=MSUM(NV)4WB(NV)
MPTAB(NV)=MV 
AA(NVNV)=AA(NVNV)+SK2
318 CONTINUE 
CRACK=CRACK+CMIN
C
IZIP1=27 
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
WRITE(6,9999) IZIP1,CPU,WALL 
TIME5=CPU
C * * * * *  READ BOUNOARY CONDITIONS ANO LOADING 
C
C * * *  FIXED NODES ANO LOADING 
C
READ(5,39) NFIX,NLOAO,NSPD 
WRITE(6,40) NFIX,NLOAO,NSPD 
40 FORMAT(/75X,1NUMBER OF NOOES0O FIXED=', I4 .2 X , ' LOAOED=*,1 4 ,5X,
1 1 DISPLACED*1,1 4 / /)
IF(NFIX.EQ.O) GOTO 417 
00 416 IFIX=1,NFIX 
REAO(5 ,3 9 )NOOF,MU,MV,MW 
WRITE(6,39) NOOF,MU,MV,MW 
NODFIX( IF IX )t=JNEW(N00F)
NU=JNEW( NOOF)*3 -2  
NUNU=MSUM(NU)+MB(NU)
NVNV=MSUM(NU+1)+MB(NU+1)
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NWNW-MSUM( NU+2)+MB( NU+2)
AA(NUNU)=AA(NUNU)+MU*SK2 
AA( NVNV) =AA( NVNV)+MV*SK2 
AA( NWNW) =AA( NWNW)+MW*SK2 
MPTAB(NU)=MU 
MPTAB(NU+1)=MV
416 MPTAB(NU+2)“MW
417 CONTINUE 
IF(NLOAO.LE.O) GOTO 739 
DO 41 IL=1,NLOAO 
READ(5,42) NOOLOO(IL),PX,PY,PZ 
IZ=N0DL0D(IL)
WRITE(6,42) NODLOD (i'L) ,PX,PY,PZ 
NOOLOO(IL)=JNEW(IZ)
IZ1=(JNEW(IZ)-1)*3+1 
BB(IZ1,1)=PX 
BB(IZ1+1,1)=PY 
BB(IZ1+2,1)=PZ 
41 CONTINUE
739 IF(NSPD.LE.O) GOTO 738 
00 735 N=1,NSPD 
READ(5,736) NODS,K,DISP(N)
WRITE(6,737) NODS,K,DISP(N)
NU=(JNEW(NODS)-l)*3+K
N0ISP(N)=NU
NUNU=MSUM(NU)+MB(NU)
AA(NUNU)=SK2
735 BB(NU,1)=SK2*0ISP(N)
736 FORMAT(2I5,E14.5)
737 F0RMAT(5X,I5,2X,I1,3X,E12.5)
738 CONTINUE
R(1 ;ND0F)=BB(1 ,1 ;NOOF)
IZIP1=16 
CALL Q3CL0CKS( CPU, WALL)
TIME6=CPU
WRITE(6,9999) IZIP1,CPU,WALL 
IFAC=0 
ALP=0 
IZIP1=21
CALL SYM8AN( LNSTIF,NOOF,MB, MSUM, AA,1 ,BB 11FAC, T1 ,1ERR 
l,ALPtZ1T2,T3,T4,l,MAXBW)
IZIP1-22 
CALL Q3CL0CKS( CPU, WALL)
TIME7=CPU
WRITE(6,9999) IZIP1,CPU,WALL 
IF ( IERR-EQ.1) WRITE(6,415) IERR 
415 F0RMAT(//10X'IERR='12,10X1NONPOSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX') 
IF(IERR.NE.O) STOP 
C PRINT OUT UNIT LOAD DISPLACEMENTS AND STRESSES.
C
9000 CONTINUE
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WRITE(6,425)
425 FORMAT(///10X,1 UNIT LOAD DISPLACEMENTS AND STRESSES'//)
WRITE(6,418)
418 FORMAT(6X, 4HN00E, 6X, 1HX, 15X, 1HY, 13X, 1HZ, 13X, 1HU, 13X,
1 1HV,13X,1HW/)
00 551 N-l,NNOOE 
551 IIMAX(N)=(N-1)*3+1
U(1;NN00E)3 Q8VGATHR(BB(1,1;N00F),IIMAX(1;NN0DE);U(1;NNODE))
IIMAX{1 ;NNOOE) »IIMAX(1 ;NNOOE)+l
V(1;NN00E)= Q8VGATHR(B8(lf l;N 00F )f IIMAX(l;NN00E);V(l;NN00E)) 
IIMAX(1;NN0DE)*IIMAX(1;NN0DE)+1
W(1;NN0DE)= Q8VGATHR(BB(1 ,1 ;NOOF), IIMAX(1 ;NNOOE) ; W(1 ;NNOOE))  
00 944 IN-1,NNOOE
WRITE(6,420) IN .X R (IN ).Y R (IN ),ZR (IN ),U (IN ),V (IN ),W (IN )
420 F0RMAT(5X,I5,2X,3(2X,E11.5),3(2X,E12.4))
944 CONTINUE 
C
C * * *
C
PYLD=0.0 
WRITE(6,306)
306 F0RMAT(///10X,'ELASTIC STRESSES',//5X,'ELEMENT\5X,'SIGX',8X, 
1 ' SIGY',8X,'SIGZ',8X,'TAUXY',7X,'TAUYZ',7Xt 'TAUZX'/)
307 F0RMAT(5X,I6,2X,6E12.4)
IGAUSP=0
DO 300 IE=1,NELM 
NCUBE(1;8)=M0DE(1,IE;8)
00 301 1-1,8  
I1=NCUBE(I)
0 IS ( I ,1 )= U (II)
D IS (I,2 )= V (I1 )
301 D IS (I,3 )=W (I1)
CALL COROIN(NCUBE,MXNOO,XR,YR,ZR,XE)
CALL STRESS( DIS, XE, D, STRV, STRSV, BMT, WOUM)
Ll®192
L2®8
IL0C1=(IE-1)*L1+1 
IL0C2=(IE-1)*L2+1 
BBMT( I LOCI; L I) =BMT(1 ;L I )
WWDUM( IL0C2; L2) -WOUM( 1 ;L2)
IL0C=(IE-1)*NQ02SR+1 
X( ILOC; NQD2SR) =STRSV(1 f 1 ;NQD2SR)
Y( ILOC;NQD2SR)=STRV(1 ,1 ;NQD2SR)
00 350 IG=1,NQ02 
DO 360 J = l,6  
360 STR(J)=STRSV(IG,J)
IGAUSP=IGAUSP+1 
CALL SEQU(STR,SEFF)
SEFF=SEFF/SIGBAR(IGAUSP)
IF(PYLD.GT.SEFF) GOTO 350 
PYLD=SEFF
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IEY=IE 
IGAUSY=IG 
350 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,307) IE ,(S TR (J),J*1 ,6 )
300 CONTINUE
PYLD*1./PYLD
WRITE(6,305) IEY,IGAUSY,PYLO 
305 F0RMAT(1H1//10X,'ELEMENT#',1 5 ,2X,'GAUSS POINT*',1 2 ,2 X ,' LOAD FACTOR
1 AT YIELD*', E12.6)
REA0(5,450) NTYP,NLM,SCRIT,ACURCY 
WRITE(6,412) NTYP,SCRIT,NLM,ACURCY 
412 F0RMAT(//10X,'CRACK GROWTH CRITERION0D NTYP*',12,' ANO CTOD * ' ,
1E10.4.//10X,'NUMBER OF INCREMENTS TO RELEASE CRACK TIP F0RCE=',I2, 
2//10X,'ACURCY*',E12.4)
450 F0RMAT(2I5,4E10.4)
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
TIME8=CPU
TIMET=TIME1+TIME2+TIME3+TIME4+TIME5+TIME6+TIME7
1+TIME8
WRITE(6,1040)TIMET 
1040 F0RMAT(5X,'TOTAL CPU TIME FOR ELASTIC SOLUTION',2X,
1F12.4)
CALL PLAS 
IZIP1=26 
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
WRITE(6,9999) IZIPl.CPU.WALL 
9991 STOP 
ENO
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SUBROUTINE OPEN(LOPN)
COMMON/MAIN/ AA(11600000) ,BB(15600,1) ,MB(15600) ,MSUM(15600),
1 X( 185000) ,Y (185000) fBBMT(740000) ,WWDUM(32000) ,MAXBW,T4(2250),
2 LPRIT, EPSI, LMAX, KMAX, MGAUS,MPTAB (15600), R (1 5 6 0 0 ),DELP,
3 ITNOEL,IPLANE,NLAYER,NNODE,0(6,6) ,D INV(6,6) , PCT,MAXIT,
4 NODXO(llOO), INOOXO,NOOYQ(HOO), INOOYO,NOOZO( 1100) t
5 INODZO,NODXC(llOO), INOOXC,NOOYC(llOO), INOOYC, NOOZC(llOO),
6 INOOZC,N00YA(200),INOOYA,SK2,PX,PY,PZ,N00FIX(80),DISP(200),
7 U(5200),V(5200),W(5200),ZE(9) ,ZT(9) ,XCOR,YCOR,ZCOR,SCALE,LNSTIF,
1 MS (8 ) ,  XR (5200), Y R (5200), ZR (5200), MXNOD, MXN E L, D AX, MXGAUS,
2 MPLAS (32000), LOCAT (1 0 ), I CUT, FORCE (1 0 ), LBFOR (1 0 ) ,  NODE 1, NOOE2,
3 LT0TB,LINE(100),ITN0DX,KLU,NTYP,PYLO,NLM,SCRIT,U0LD(5200),
4 V0LD(5200) ,W0LD(5200) .NORM(IOO) ,SK(24,24) ,NELE1,NELE2,OPTION,RP,
5 T1(15600),T2(15600),T3(15600),Z(15600), YOUNG,POIS,NLOAO,NSPO,
6 NOOF, EPS (32000), NODLOD (80 ), NO ISP (200), ACURCY,
7 EFEST(4000), KNEW,CRACK,PT,WIDTH,PMAX,STGAS(6), XNOTCH,
8 MODE(8 ,4 000 ),NELM,HP,SIGYS,SIGBAR(32000), NEP,ERIT,
9 SBAR, NPLC ,MPLC (4000 ),AM, ROM,QP(15600), DUM1 (65535)
THIS SUB-PROGRAM OPENS ALL THE Q30PNMAP FILES 
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF ANY FILE IS 5376 SMALL PAGES (DECIMAL)
TO CHANGE THE MAXIMUM LENGTH CHANGE THE DATA CARD 
DATA LENMAX /  /
CHARACTER*8 FILE, WORD(8)
DATA WORD/ 'ASTIF001', 'ASTIF002',
Z 'ASTIF003', 'ASTIF004',
Z 'ASTIF005', 1ASTIF0061,
Z 'ASTIF0071, 1ASTIF008* /
DATA LENMAX /  5376/
IF(L0PN.LE. LENMAX) GO TO 20 
LOPNA= LENMAX 
LDUM= LOPN/LENMAX 
LOPNB= LOPN-LDUM*LENMAX 
DO 10 I=1,LDUM 
FILE= WORD(I)
ISTART= LENMAX*512*(I-l)+l
CALL Q30PNMAP (IERR, FILE, AA(ISTART), LOPNA, 1)
PRINT 100, IERR, FILE, LOPNA 
WRITE(6, 100) IERR, FILE, LOPNA 
IF(IERR.NE.O) STOP 
100 FORMAT (10X ,1 IERR FROM OPNMAP=',Z16,5X, ' FILE 1 ,A8,
Z 2X,' IS OF LENGTH ',I1 0 ,2 X ,' SMALL PAGES (DECIMAL)',/)
10 CONTINUE
IF( LOPNB.EQ.O) RETURN 
ISTART= LENMAX*LDUM*512+1 
FILE= WORD( LDUM+1)
CALL Q30PNMAP (IERR, FILE, AA(ISTART), LOPNB, 1)
PRINT 100, IERR, FILE, LOPNB 
WRITE(6, 100) IERR, FILE, LOPNB
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IF(IERR.NE.O) STOP 
RETURN 
20 CONTINUE 
FILE* WORO(l)
CALL Q30PNMAP ( IERR, FILE, AA(1), LOPN, 1)
PRINT 100, IERR, FILE, LOPN 
WRITE(6, 100) IERR, FILE, LOPN 
IF(IERR.NE.O) STOP 
RETURN 
ENO
FUNCTION FNMAT(S8AR,CE,EPS,M)
C0MM0N/MLTNMAT/YSTRS(2O),YSTRN(20),PLM0DR(20),NSEGMT
—  EPST* TOTAL STRAIN
—  EPS *  PLASTIC STRAIN
EPST=EPS+SBAR/CE 
00 10 I*1,NSEGMT
10 IF(EPST.LT.YSTRN(I)) GOTO 11
11 FNMAT=PLMODR(I)*CE 
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE SYMPLN(AA,MSUM,MB,MPTABt N0DP,IN001SK2,ID,N00F,LNSTIF)
* * *  IMPOSING SYMMETRIC BOUNOARY CONDITIONS
DIMENSION AA(LNSTIF).MSUM(NOOF),MB(N00F).MPTAB(NDOF),N0DP(INOO) 
DO 100 1 *1 ,INOO 
L=NODP(I)
NU»(L-1)*3+ID  
NUNU=MSUM(NU)+MB(NU)
MPTAB(NU)=NU 
100 AA(NUNU)*AA(NUNU)+SK2 
RETURN 
ENO
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SUBROUTINE NSAMC (MSAME, NSAME, I  IMAX, MB, LMAX, KMAX, NOOPEL, MXNOD, 
1MXNEL,ND0F,MAXBW)
0IMENS ION MSAME (NODPEL .MXNEL), NSAME (MXNOD,2 0 ) , I IMAX (MXNOD) ,  
MB(ND0F)
C MXNEL =* MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C MXNOO = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NOOES
C NOOPEL = # OF NOEO PER ELEMENTS
C LMAX = # OF NOEDS IN THE PROBLEM
C KMAX = # OF ELEMENTS IN THE PROBLEM
C MSAME(NODPEL,IEL) =■ NODEL CONNECTIVITY IF IEL ELEMENT 
C NOOF = LMAX* # OF OOF PER NODE
C MB(NDOF) = BAND WIDTHS OF ALL NOOF OEGREE-OF- FREEDOM
C I X A Jl A X l J L X l l X l X i X I l X J U H I I i H J U I H I I I X I l jm X I I l l
WRITE(6,16) LMAX,KMAX,NOOPEL,MXNOD,MXNEL,NOOF 
00 10 IE=1,KMAX 
DO 20 J»l,NODPEL 
IK=MSAME(J,IE)
IIMAX(IK)=IIMAX(IK)+1 
20 NSAME(IK,IIMAX(IK))=IE
10 CONTINUE
16 FORMAT(1615)
C ***CALCULATE MB VECTOR
IBAN0W=O
DO 350 NOOE=1,LMAX
MAXDIF=0
IM=IIMAX(NODE)
00 351 M=l,IM  
NTRI=NSAME(NODE,M)
DO 351 L-l,NOOPEL 
NUM=MSAME( L, NTRI)
N0IFF=3*(NUM-N0DE)
IF(NDIFF.LT.MAXDIF) MAXDIF=NDIFF 
351 CONTINUE
IF ( IBANOW. LT. IABS(MAXOIF)) IBANOW=IABS(MAXOIF)
NU=3*(NOOE-1)+1
NV=NU+1
NW=NV+1
MB(NU)=IABS(MAXDIF)+1 
IF(MB(NU).GT.NU) MB(NU)=NU 
MB(NV)=MB(NU)+1 
MB(NW)=MB(NV)+1 
350 CONTINUE
MAXBW=IBANDW+3 
WRITE(6,25) MAXBW 
25 FORMAT(5X,MMAX BAND WIDTH=',I6)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SHAPE(X,Y,Z,R)
C * * *  SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
C
DIMENSION R(8)
R ( l ) * l .
R(2)-X
R(3)-Y
R(4)«Z
R(5)-X*Y
R(6)*Y*Z
R(7)»Z*X
R(8)=X*Y*Z
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE ACAL 
COMMON/AINV/AI(8 ,8 )
COMMON/GENRL/GCR(8 ,3 )
DIMENSION R l(8 ),D U M (8 ,I), IPIVOT( 8 ) , IW K(16),A2(8,8) 
A2(1,1;64)=0.0  
DO 1 1-1,8  
X1=GCR(I,1)
Y1=GCR(I,2)
Z1=GCR(I,3)
CALL SHAPE(XI,Yl.Zl.Rl)
DO 1 J= l,8  
1 A2(I,J)=R1(J)
CALL MATINV(A2,8,8,DUM,I,0,DET) 
A I(1 ,1 ;64)-A 2(1 ,1;64)
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE COROIN(NCUBE,MXNOO,XR,YR,ZR,A)
C
C * * *  EVALUATE A(8,3) CARTESIAN COORDINATE MATRIX 
C
DIMENSION A(8,3) ,NCU8E(8) .XR(MXNOO) ,YR(MXNOD) ,ZR(MXNOO)
DO 1 1=1,8
N1=NCUBE(I)
A (I.1)-XR(N1)
A(I,2)=YR(N1)
1 A(I,3)=ZR(N1)
RETURN 
ENO ■
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SUBROUTINE SMALLK( SMK, XE, 0, IERR)
C
C THIS MODULE GENERATES AN ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR THE GIVEN 
C ELEMENT. VECTOR VERSION 
C
DIMENSION SMK(24,24), XE (8 ,3),0 (6 ,6 )
COMMON/D382/NNPE, NDF, NQD, NSTR, NQ02.NNPE2,NQD2NPE, NQD2SR,MXQ2S 
REAL KE
DIMENSION KE(324)
C
C
C INPUT0D 0(6 ,6 ) = MODULUS MATRIX
C XE(8,3) = 8 NODES X.Y, Z COORDINATES
C OUTPUT @D SMK(24,24) = STIFFNESS MATRIX
C
C
C
C
C KE -  ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRICES FOR ALL DISTINCT ELEMENTS, IN
C ROWISE NODAL BLOCK LOWER TRIANGULAR FORM
C PE -  ELEMENTAL LOAD VECTORS FOR ALL ELEMENTS IN NODAL BLOCK FORM
DATA NDFX, NSTRX, NNPEX /  3, 6, 8 /
C
C
C
C
C NDF -  NUMBER OF DISPL. DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER NODE
C NSTR -  NUMBER OF STRESS RESULTANTS PER NOOE
C NQD -  NUMBER OF QUADRATURE POINTS IN EACH DIRECTION
C NNPE -  NUMBER OF NODES PER ELEMENT
C 
C
C*** ETH= THERMAL STRAINS IN THE CARTESIAN SYSTEM.
C **** FTHERM= THERMAL LOAD VECTOR.
C
C
C [0] -  STRESS STRAIN MATRIX 
C
DIMENSION IBSP(6,3), 8 (6 4 ,3 ), BJ(288,3),CK(288,3),
Z WTQETEX(64), SUM(288)
DIMENSION WTDET(8)
DIMENSION CTH(64), IPST(8)
OATA IBSP/ 1, 2*0, 2 , 0 , 3,
Z 0, 2 , 0 , 1, 3, 0,
Z 2*0, 3, 0 , 2, 1 /
C
C (IBSP) -  SPARSITY PATTERN AND POINTER MATRIX FOR (B) AND [BJ1
C [B] -  STRAIN DISPLACEMENT MATRIX
C (BJ) -  ANOTHER STRAIN DISPLACEMENT MATRIX
C (CK) -  A ROW FOR EACH STIFFNESS MATRIX NODAL PARTITION
C (WTDETEX) -  REPLICATED WEIGHTED DETERMINANTS
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C (SUM) -  TEMPORARY STORAGE 
C
DIMENSION IREPL(36)t IP0SN(210) 
DESCRIPTOR IREPLD, SORCD, DESTD
c
c IREPL -  VECTOR OF LENGTH "NNPE2" CONTAINING ZEROS USED IN THE
C REPLICATION PROCESS
C IPOSN -  ARRAY OF LENGTH "NNPE2" USED TO CORRECTLY POSITION
C THE NODAL PARTITIONS IN [KE]
C IREPLD -  VECTOR DESCRIPTOR FOR (IREPL)
C SORCD -  VECTOR DESCRIPTOR FOR THE REPLICATION SOURCE
C DESTD
c -  VECTOR DESCRIPTOR FOR THE REPLICATION DESTINATION
DATA LENI, LENB, LENBJ, LENC, LENW, LENWT
Z
C
/  18, 192, 864, 864, 288, 64 /
C THESE ARE THE DIMENSIONED LENGTHS OF [IBSP], [B ], [BJ], [CKj,
C (WTDETEX), AND (SUM) FOR ZEROING OUT PURPOSES.
C
C
C
IERR=0
IERRs: THE RETURN CODE CHECK FOR NEGATIVE DIAGONAL TERMS
C*
C **** IERR=0 NORMAL RETURN
C*
C **** IERR=1 HAS NEGATIVE DIAGONAL TERMS. CHECK THE NOOAL
C **** CONNECTIVITY AND NODAL COORDINATES
C 
C
C FORM SOME USEFUL CONSTANTS.
C
C NDF =• NDFX
C NSTR = NSTRX
C NQD = NQOX
C NNPE = NNPEX
C NQD2=NQD*NQ0*NQD
C NNPE2 = (NNPE *  NNPE + NNPE)/2
C NQD2NPE = NQD2 *  NNPE
LE = NQ02 *  NNPE2 
NDF2 *  NDF *  NDF 
LENOF = LE *  NDF 
IREPL(1;NNPE)=0
C
C ZERO OUT THE ARRAYS IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE TO MINIMIZE "DROP FILE 
C MAP ENTRIES".
C
CALL ZEROLV( KE, 324)
CALL ZEROLV(B , LENB)
CALL ZEROLV(BJ , LENBJ)
CALL ZEROLV(CK , LENC)
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CALL ZEROLV(WTDETEX, LENWT)
CALL ZEROLV(SUM , LENW)
C
C SET UP THE CORRECT POSITIONS IN [KEJ.
C
IPOSN(l; NNPE2) = 0 
LI -  1
00 101 JJ = 1, NNPE 
IPST(JJ)=NDF*(JJ-1)
00 100 I I  = JJ, NNPE 
IPOSN(Ll) = ( ( I I * I I  -  I I ) / 2  + JJ -  1) *  NDF2 
LI = LI + 1
100 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE
C
C EVALUATE THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES, AND FORM 
C THE [B] AND [01 MATRICES.
C
CALL CDER(XE,NQD,B,WTDET,1)
C
C
C
C REPLICATE THE WEIGHTED DETERMINANTS.
C
ASSIGN IREPLD, IREPL(1; NNPE)
ASSIGN SORCD, WTDET(1; NQD2)
ASSIGN DESTD, WTDETEX(1; NQD2NPE)
CALL Q8VXT0V(X'02‘ , 0 , IREPLD, 0 , SORCD, 0 , OESTD)
C
C FILL THE [BJ1 MATRIX.
C
DO 150 IT=1,3
LI = LE -  NQD2 + 1  
L2 = NQD2
L3 = NQD2NPE -  NQD2 + 1 
DO 140 KK = 1, NNPE 
ASSIGN IREPLD, IREPL(1; KK)
ASSIGN SORCD, B (L3 ,IT ; NQD2)
ASSIGN OESTD, BJ(L1,IT ; L2)
CALL Q8VXT0V(X'02', 0 , IREPLD, 0 , SORCD, 0 , OESTD) 
L2 = L2 + NQD2
LI = LI -  L2
L3 = L3 -  NQD2
140 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE
C
DO 155 IT » i,3
B( 1 , IT ;NQD2NPE) = B( 1 , IT ; NQD2NPE)*WTDETEX(1 ;NQD2NPE) 
155 CONTINUE
C
C FORM ( [ B1**T  *  (D l) *  [BJ] A ROW AT A TIME.
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C
L9=l
00 400 I I  = 1, NDF 
CK(1,1; LENDF) -  0.
00 230 KK = 1, NSTR 
SUM(1; NQ02NPE) *  0.
DO 210 JJ = 1, NSTR 
IT = IB SP(JJ,II)
IF (IT  .EQ. 0) GOTO 210 
IF (D(JJ,KK) .EQ. 0 . )  GOTO 210 
SUM(1; NQD2NPE) = SUM(1; NQD2NPE) + 8 ( 1 , IT ; NQD2NPE)
*  0(JJ,KK)
210 CONTINUE
C
C FILL UP THE REST OF (SUM)
C
IF (SUM(l) .EQ. 0 . )  GOTO 225 
LI = LE -  NQ02 + 1 
L2 = NQD2
L3 = NQ02NPE -  NQD2 + 1 
00 215 JJ = 2, NNPE 
SUM(LI; L2) = SUM(L3; L2)
L2 = L2 + NQD2 
LI = LI -  L2 
L3 = L3 -  NQ02 
215 CONTINUE
DO 220 JJ = 1, NDF 
IT = IBSP(KK,JJ)
IF ( IT  .EQ. 0) GOTO 220 
CK(1,JJ; LE) = CK(1,JJ; LE) + SUM(1; LE) *  B J (1 ,IT ; LE) 
220 CONTINUE
225 CONTINUE 
230 CONTINUE
C
C WE NOW HAVE THE II-TH  ROW (BEFORE SUMMING) FOR ALL 
C "NNPE2" NODAL PARTITIONS OF THE ELEMENTAL STIFFNESS MATRIX.
C
DO 310 JJ = 1, NDF 
LI = 1
00 300 KK = 1, NNPE2 
L2 = L9 + IPOSN(KK)
KE(L2) = Q8SSUM(CK(L1,JJ; NQ02))
LI = LI + NQ02 
300 CONTINUE
L9 = L9 + 1
310 continue;
400 CONTINUE
C
L9=l
DO 500 1=1,NNPE 
M9=NDF*(1-1)
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00 500 J *1 ,I  
N9»N0F*(J-1)
00 510 L1=1,NDF 
L2= M9+L1 
00 510 K1*1,NDF 
K2= N9+K1
SMK(L2,K2)= KE(L9)
SMK(K2,L2)=KE(L9)
L9*L9+1 
510 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE
C
C
C **** CHECK FOR DIAGONAL TERMS 
C
NED= NOF*NNPE 
00 520 1=1,NED
IF(SM K(I,I).G E.O .O ) GO TO 520 
IERR=1
PRINT 5 3 0 ,I,S M K (I,I)
WRITE(6, 530)I,S M K (I,I)
530 FORMAT (15X ,1 O O F-M 5.5X ,' NEGATIVE DIAGONAL TERM*' ,E 20 .7 /) 
520 CONTINUE
EXIT.
RETURN 
ENO
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SUBROUTINE MATINV(A,NMAX,N,B,MAX,M,DETERM) 
DIMENSION A(NMAX,NMAX),B(NMAX,MAX)
DIMENSION IPIVOT(1 0 0 ),INDEX(100,2) ,PIVOT(100)
C
C IF M*0 IT CALCULATES THE INVERSE ONLY.
C IF  M=1 IT CALCULATES THE SOL TO AX*B IN B
C INITIALIZATION 
C
10 DETERM=1.0 
15 00 20 J=1,N
20 IPIV0T(J)=0 
30 DO 550 I=1.N
C
C SEARCH FOR THE PIVOT ELEMENT
C
40 AMAX=0.0 
45 00 105 J=1,N
50 IF (IP IVO T(J)-1)60,105,60  
60 DO 100 K=1,N
70 IF (IP IV 0T (K )-1 )80 ,100,740
80 IF ( ABS(AMAX)- ABS(A(J,K)) )8 5 ,100,100 
85 IROW= J 
90 ICOLUM=K 
95 AMAX= A(J,K)
100 CONTINUE 
105 CONTINUE
110 IPIV0T(IC0LUM)=IPIV0T(IC0LUM)+1
C
C INTERCHANGE ROWS TO PUT ELELMENG ON OIAGONAL 
C
130 IF(IROW-ICOLUM)140,260,140 
140 DETERM= -DETERM 
150 DO 200 L=1,N 
160 SWAP= A(IROW,L)
170 A(IROW,L)=A(ICOLUM,L)
200 A(ICOLUM,L)= SWAP 
205 IF(M)260,260,210 
210 DO 250 L-1.M 
220 SWAP= B(IROW,L)
230 B(IROW,L)= 8(IC0LUM,L)
250 B(ICOLUM,L)= SWAP
260 INDEX(I,1)= IROW
270 INDEX(I,2)= ICOLUM
310 PIVOT(I)= A(ICOLUM,ICOLUM)
320 DETERM= DETERM*PIVOT(I)
C
C DIVIDE PIVOT BY PIVOT ELEMENT 
C
330 A(ICOLUM,IC0LUM)=1.0 
340 DO 350 L=1,N
350 A(ICOLUM,L)= A(ICOLUM,L)/PIVOT(I)
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355 IF(M) 380,380,360 
360 00 370 1*1 ,M
370 B(IC0LUM,L)* B(IC0LUM,L)/PIV0T(I)
REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS
380 00 550L1=1,N
390 IF(L1-ICOLUM)400,550,400
400 T= A(L1,ICOLUM)
420 A(LI,ICOLUM)*0 .0  
430 DO 450 L*1,N
450 A(L1,L)= A(LI,L)-A(ICOLUM,L)*T 
455 IF(M) 550,550,460 
160 00 500 L*1,M
500 B(L1,L)= B(L1,L)-B(ICOLUM,L)*T 
550 CONTINUE
INTERCHANGE COLUMNS
600 00 710 1=1 ,N 
610 L=N+1-I
620 IF(IN0EX(L,1)-IN0EX(L,2))630,710,630  
630 JROW= INOEX(L.l)
640 JCOLUM* INDEX(L,2)
650 00 705 K=1,N 
660 SWAP= A(K,JROW)
670 A(K,JROW)= A(K,JCOLUM)
700 A(K,JCOLUM)* SWAP 
705 CONTINUE 
710 CONTINUE 
740 RETURN 
ENO
BLOCK DATA
COMMON/GAUSS/ C0RD(8,8),WEIGHT(8,8)
COMMON/GENRL/GCR(8 ,3 )
DATA CORO/ 8 *0 .0 ,
A -0.577350269189626,0.577350269189626,6*0.0,
B -0.774596669241483,0.0,0.774596669241483,5*0.0,
C -0.861136311594053,-.339981043584856,0.339981043584856,
1 0.861136311594053,4*0.0,
0-0.906179845938664,-0.538469310105683,0.0,0.538469310105683,
1 0.906179845938664,3*0.0,
E -0.932469514203152,-0.661209386466265,-0.238619186083197,
1 +0.238619186083197,0.661209386466265,0.932469514203152,2*0.0,
F -0.949107912342759, -0.741531185599394,-0.405845151377397,0.0, 
1 0.405845151377397, 0.741531185599394,0.949107912342759,0.0,
G -0.960289856497536,-0.796666477413627,-0.525532409916329,
1 -0.183434642495650,0.183434642495650,0.525532409916329,
2 0.796666477413627,0.960289856497536/
OATA WEIGHT /8 *0 .0 ,
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A 1 .0 ,1 .0 , 6 *0 .0 ,
B 0.555555555555556,0.888888888888889,0.555555555555556, 5 *0 .0 , 
C 0.347854845137454,0.652145154862546,0.652145154862546,
1 0.347854845137454,4*0.0,
0 0.236926885056189, 0.478628670499366,0.568888888888889,
1 0.478628670499366, 0.236926885056189,3*0.0,
E 0.171324492379170,0.360761573048139,0.467913934572691,
1 0.467913934572691,0.360761573048139,0.171324492379170,2*0.0 , 
F 0.129484966168870,0.279705391489277,0.381830050505119,
1 0.417959183673469,0.381830050505119,0.279705391489277,
2 0.129484966168870 ,0 .0 ,
G 0.101228536290376,0.222381034453374,0.313706645877887,
1 0.362683783378362,0.362683783378362,0.313706645877887,
2 0.222381034453374,0.101228536290376/
DATA GCR/0.0 ,0 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,
1 1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 ,1 .0 ,1 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0 ,1 .0 ,
2 4 *0 .0 ,4 *1 .0 /
ENO
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SUBROUTINE VON(STR.SBAR.PFS)
* * *  COMPUTE FLOW VECTOR
DIMENSION PFS(6),STR(6) 
S1*1./(2.*SBAR)
STR1*STR(1)
STR2-STR(2)
STR3»STR(3)
PFS(1)*(2.*STR1-STR2-STR3) *S1 
PFS( 2 ) * ( 2 . *STR2-STR1-STR3)*S1 
PFS(3)=(2.*STR3-STR1-STR2)*S1 
S16=6.*S1 
PFS(4)=STR(4)*S16 
PFS(5)*STR(5)*S16 
PFS(6)=STR(6)*S16 
RETURN 
ENO
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SUBROUTINE DEPL(STR,SBARf O,HP,DPL)
DIMENSION STR(6),STA{6),0 (6 ,6 ) ,0 0 (6 ) ,0PL(6,6)
* * *  OEP -  ELASTIC-PLASTIC MATRIX
CALL VON(STR,SBAR,STA)
B1=0(1,1)
B2=0(4,4)
B3=0(l,2)
C1=STA(1)
C2=STA(2)
C3=STA(3)
C4=STA(4)
C5=STA(5)
C6=STA(6)
DD(1)=B1*C1+B3*(C2+C3)
DD(2 )=B1*C2+B3*( C1+C3)
D0(3)=B1*C3+B3*(C1+C2)
DD(4)=B2*C4 
D0(5)=82*C5 
DD(6)=82*C6
SD=81*(C1*C1+C2*C2+C3*C3)+2*B3*(C1*C2+
1 C2*C3+C3*C1)+B2*( C4*C4+C5*C5+C6*C6) 
S0=1.0/(SD+HP)
DO 10 1=1,6 
D0S0=0D(I)*SD 
DO 10 J= l,6  
10 DPL(I,J)=0(I,J)-0DSD*DD(J)
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE SEQU(XT.XXZ)
C VON MISES YIELD CRITERION.
DIMENSION XT(6)
C l-X T (l)
C2=XT(2)
C3*XT(3)
C4»XT(4)
C5»XT(5)
C6*XT(6)
S1»(C1-C2)*(C1-C2)
S2*(C2-C3)*(C2-C3)
S3=(C3-C1)*(C3-C1)
S4»C4*C4
S5-C5*C5
S6=C6*C6
ST=. 5*(Sl+S2+S3)+3. *(S4+S5+S6)
XXZ=ST**0.5
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE MULTYS(A,B,N,M,C) 
DIMENSION A(N,M),B(M),C(N)
00 10 1*1,N 
C (I)*0 .0  
00 10 J -l.M  
10 C (I)-C ( I)+ A ( I,J )*B (J )
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE PLAS 
COMMON/MAINl/BIGB(13091840)
COMMON/MAIN/ AA( 11600000) ,B8( 15600,1) ,MB( 15600) ,MSUM( 15600),
1 X( 185000) ,Y (185000) ,BBMT(740000) ,WW0UM(32000) ,MAXBW,T4(2250),
2 LPRIT, EPSI, LMAX, KMAX, NGAUS,MPTA8(15600),R(15600),DELP,
3 ITN0EL,IPLANE,NLAYER,NN0D£,D(6,6) ,0 IN V(6,6) ,PCT,MAXITf
4 NOOXO (1100), INOOXO, NOOYO (1100), INOOYO, NOOZO (1100),
5 INQOZO,NOOXC(11QO) ,INQ0XC,N0QYC(110Q) ,IN0DYC,NQ0ZC(110Q),
6 INOOZC, NOOYA(200), INO0YA,SK2,PX,PY,PZ,NOOFIX(8O) ,D ISP(200),
7 U(5200),V (5200),W(5200),ZE(9),ZT(9),XCOR,YCOR,ZCOR,SCALE,LNSTIF,
1 MS(8) ,XR(5200) ,YR(5200) ,ZR(5200) ,MXNOD,MXNEL,OAX,MXGAUS,
2 MPLAS(32000),LOCAT(10 ), ICUT, FORCE (1 0 ). LBFOR(1 0 ) ,NODE1 ,N00E2,
3 LTOTB, LINE (100), ITNOOX, KLU, NTYP, PYLO, NLM, SCR IT , UOLD (5200),
4 VOID(5200),MOLD(5200 ),NORM( 100),SK(24f 24),NELE1,NELE2,0PTI0N,RP,
5 T l(  15600),T2( 15600),T3( 15600),Z(15600),YOUNG,POIS,NLOAO,NSPD,
6 NOOF, EPS (32000), NOOLOO (80 ), NO ISP(200) .ACURCY,
7 EFEST(4000) .KNEW,CRACK,PT,WIDTH,PMAX,STGAS(6) .XNOTCH,
8 MODE(8 ,4000),NELM, HP, SIGYS, SIGBAR(32000),NEP, ERIT,
9 SBAR,NPLC,MPLC(4OOO),AM,ROM,QP(156OO),0UMl(65535)
C
COMMON/MLTNMAT/ YSTRS(20) ,YSTRN(20) ,PLM0DR(20) .NSEGMT 
COMMON/RUN/1 RUN, NAME (2 ), I NAME (2) ,1RUNMOD, LOPN, LENTOT, TIMSTP 
C0MM0N/D382/NNPE, NOF, NQD, NSTR, NQD2, NNPE2, NQD2NPE, NQD2SR ,MXQ2S 
COMMON/VECT/ STRV(8,6),STRSV(8,6),BMT(64,3),W0UM(8),XE(8,3),
C NCUBE(8 ) ,D IS (8,3)
DIMENSION STGASV(8,6),FFTR(40)
DIMENSION CIG8(13091840)
EQUIVALENCE (AA(1 ) ,CIGB(1))
DIMENSION STR( 6 ) ,U2(5200 ),INOX(5200)
DIMENSION YTR(6),ST1(6),DPSTRN(6),STREP(6)
DIMENSION PLV(24),0PL(6,6)
DATA HALT,GR0W/4HHALT, 4HGR0W/
C
C * * *  INCREMENT DISPLACEMENTS, FORCES, STRESS & STRAINS TO YIELD LOAD 
WRITE(6 ,931)MXNEL,MXNOO,NGAUS,NQD2,NNPE2,NQD2NPE,
1NQD2SR.MXQ2S.MXGAUS, NOOF
931 F0RMAT(5X,'CHECK FOR CONSTANTS',1017)
WRITE(6,932)PYLD
932 F0RMAT(5X,1PYLD=',E12.5)
IF(IRUN.NE.O) CALL PLOUT 
IF ( IRUN.NE.O) GO TO 7779
C
UOLD(1 ;NNOOE) =U(1 ;NNOOE)*PYLD
V0LD(1;NN0DE)=V(1;NN00E)*PYLD
WOLD(1;NNOOE)=W(1;NNODE)*PYLD
R(1;ND0F)=R(1;N00F)*PYLD
LRPAGE=65535
LPG=MXQ2S/LRPAGE
LPAGR=MXQ2S-LRPAGE*LPG
IF(LPG.EQ.O) GOTO 2006
00 2004 IL=1,LPG
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I1*(IL-1)*LRPAGE+1 
X( I 1;LRPAGE) =X( I 1 ;LRPAGE) *PYLD 
Y( I 1 ;LRPAGE) =Y( I 1 ;LRPAGE) *PYLD
2004 CONTINUE
2006 I1*LPG*LRPAGE+1
IF(LPAGR.LE.O) GOTO 2005 
X ( 11 ;LPAGR) *X( I 1 ;LPAGR) *PYLD 
Y( 11;LPAGR)*Y(II;LPAGR)*PY LO
2005 CONTINUE 
C * * *  ZEROING
QP(1;ND0F)*0.0 
EPS(1;MXGAUS)=0.0 
MP LAS(1 ;MXGAUS)=0 
MPLC(1;NELM)*0
C
C * * *  REAO DATA 
C
REA0(5,11) PCT,ERIT,MAXIT,N0DE1,N00E2,NELE1,NELE2,OPTION,RP 
11 F0RMAT(2E10.3,6I5,E10.3)
IF(RP.LT.l.O ) RP=1.0 
REA0(5,312) P.WORO
312 F0RMAT(E10.3,1X,A4)
WRITE(6,313) P,PCT,ERITfMAXIT,NODEl,NOOE2,NELElt NELE2,RP
313 F0RMAT(///10X,'TOTAL LOAO FACTOR®1,F10.4
1 /10X ,1INCREMENTAL LOAO FACTOR*'.F10.4/10X,'ALLOWABLE PERCENT ERROR 
2 ON STRESS*',F 1 0 .4 /10X,'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATION*', 14 
3/10X,'PRINT DISPLACEMENTS AT NOOES',15,' TO',1 5  
4/10X,'PRINT STRESSES IN ELEMENTS’ ,1 5 , ' T O ',15,
5 /10X,'RELAXATION PARAMETER ',F 4 .2 )
PT=PYLD
ERIT=ERIT*SIGYS 
CALL PLOUT 
IF(NEP.EQ.O) STOP 
OELP=PCT*PYLD 
NPL=0 
20 PMAX=PT 
PT=PT+OELP
CALL Q3CL0CKS( CPU2, WALL2)
NPL0T=0
IF(PT.GE.P.AND.DELP.GT.O.O) GO TO 25 
IF(PT.LE.P.ANO.DELP.LT.O.O) GO TO 25 
GO TO 26
25 PT=P 
NPL0T=1
26 OELPO=PT-PMAX 
NPL=NPL+1 
KLU=Q 
KNEW=0 
IC0N=O
C
C HOLDING APPLIED LOAD CONSTANT -ITERATE UNTIL SOLUTION CONVERGE
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C
PTOY*PT/PYLD 
NBREAK=0 
GO TO 45
35 NL*-1
36 NL=NL+1 
NPL0T*0
IF(NL.GT.NLM) GO TO 91 
ANL=NL
00 133 JIS=l,ICUT  
FFTR(JIS)=F0RCE(JIS)*(1.-ANL/NLM)
133 WRITE(6,167)FFTR(JIS),NL
167 FORMAT ( 10X,1CRACK-TIP FORCE*' ,E 16.7 , 'AT STEP M 2 )
45 MPLC(1;NELM)*0
DO 50 ITER=1,MAXIT 
MC*0
65 BB(1 ,1 ;NOOF)*QP(1 ;NDOF)+R(1;NDOF)*PTOY
IF(KLU.EQ.l) GO TO 830 
GO TO 831
830 DO 134 JIT=1,ICUT 
N0M=10CAT(JIT)
NFL=3*N0M-1
134 B8(NFL,1)=BB(NFL,1)+FFTR(JIT)
831 CONTINUE 
IFAC=1
NC=1
CALL SYMBAN( LNSTIF, NOOF,MB,MSUM,AA,1 ,BB, IFAC, T1, IERR,
1 ALP,Z,T2,T3,T4,NC,MAXBW)
DO 70 N=1,NN0DE 
70 IN0X(N)*(N-1)*3+1
U2(1 ;NNOOE)= Q8VGATHR( BB(1 ,1 ;NOOF) t INOX(1 ;NNOOE); U2(1 ;NNODE))
U(1 ;NNODE) *U2(1 ;NNOOE) -UOLD(1 ;NNOOE)
UOLD(1 ;NNOOE) *U2(1 ;NNOOE)
INOX(1;NNODE)=INDX(1;NNOOE)+1
U2(1;NN0DE)= Q8VGATHR( BB(1 ,1 ;NOOF) , INDX(1 ;NNOOE);  U2(1 ;NNOOE))
V(1 ;NNOOE) *U2(1 ;NNOOE) -VOLD(1 ;NNODE)
VOLD(1 ;NNOOE) =U2(1 ;NNOOE)
IN0X(1;NN00E)=IN0X(1;NN00E)+1
U2(1;NN0DE)= Q8VGATHR(BB(1,I;NOOF),INOX(1;NNOOE);U2(1;NNOOE))
W(1;NNODE)=U2(1;NNOOE)-WOLD(1;NN00E)
W0LD(1;NN00E)=U2(1;NN00E)
C
C COMPUTE TOTAL STRAIN INCREMENTS FROM DISPLACEMENT INCEMENTS.
C COMPUTE ELASTIC STRESS INCREMENTS ANO AOO TO CURRENT STRESSES.
C CHECK YIELD CONOITION FOR PLASTIC ELEMENTS.
C
IGAUSP=0 
DO 80 I=1,NELM 
NEPK=0 
00 75 J -1 ,8  
NCUBE(J)=M00E(J,I)
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N1=NCUBE(J)
0IS(J,1)=U(N1)
0IS(J,2)=V(N1)
75 0IS(J,3)=W(N1)
C * * *
C CALL COROIN( NCUBE,MXNOO, XR, YR, ZR, XE)
Ll=192
L2=8
ILOCla( I - l ) * L l + l
IL0C2=(I-1)*L2+1
BMT(1;L1)=BBMT(IL0C1;L1)
WOUM(1;L2)=WWOUM(IL0C2; L2)
CALL STREC(0 IS , XE, D, STRV, STRSV, BMT,WDUM)
STGASV(1 ,1 ;NQ02SR)=0.0  
ILOC=( I -1 )*NQD2SR 
IF(ICON.EQ.l) GO TO 801 
00 76 IG=1,NQQ2 
IGAUSP*IGAUSP+1 
S8AR=SIG8AR( IGAUSP)
00 77 JS=1,6 
STR(JS)=STRSV(IG,JS)
YTR(JS)=STRV( IG, JS)
JS1=IL0C+IG+NQ02*(JS-1)
77 ST1(JS)=X(JS1)
CALL SEQU(ST1,S1)
S11=ST1(1)
S22=ST1(2)
S33=ST1(3)
S44=ST1(4)
S55=ST1(5)
S66=ST1(6)
ST1(1;6)=ST1(1;6)+STR(1;6)
CALL SEQU(ST1,S2)
C ******  CHECK FOR PLASTIC ELEMENTS * * * * * * * *
IF(S2.LT.S1) MPLAS(IGAUSP)=0 
IF(S2.LT.S1) GO TO 8
IF(MPLAS(IGAUSP). NE.0 .AND.ITER.GT.l) GO TO 74 
IF(S2.LE.SBAR) GO TO 8 
MPLAS(IGAUSP)=IGAUSP
74 MP=1
NEPK=1
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE.
IF(A8S(S2-SBAR).GT.ERIT) MC=1 
A11=STR(1)
A22=STR(2)
A33=STR(3)
A44=STR(4)
A55=STR(5)
A66=STR(6)'
ZC1=A11*A1l+A22*A22+A33*A33+3. * ( A44*A44+A55*A55+A66*A66) 
ZC2=-(A11*A22)-(A22-*A33)-(A33*A11)
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A-ZC1+ZC2
B22=S11*(2.*A11-A22-A33)+S22*(2.*A22-A11-A33)+S33*(2.
1 *A33-A22-A11)
1 +6.*(S44*A44+S55*A55+S66*A66)
C=S1*S1-S8AR*SBAR 
IF(A.LT.EPSI) GO TO 8 
IF(ITER.EQ.2) GO TO 200 
0ELTA=822*822-4.*A*C 
IF(OELTA)200,40,40 
200 PX=(SBAR-S1)/(S2-S1)
GO TO 231
40 P0NE=(-B22+SQRT(DELTA))/(2.*A)
PTWO=(-822-SQRT(OELTA))/(2.*A)
PX=PONE
IF(ABS(PONE) .GT.ABS(PTWO) )PX-PTWO 
231 CONTINUE 
PXD-l.-PX 
YTR(1;6)=YTR(1;6)*PXD 
STR(1 ;6 )=STR(1 ;6 )*PXD 
HP=0.
C IF(ROM.LE.O. .AND. NSEGMT.EQ.O) HP=AM*YOUNG
C IF(ROM.LE.O. .ANO. NSEGMT.GT.O) HP=FNMAT(SBAR,YOUNG,EPS(IGAUSP),
C CIGAUSP)
C IF(ROM.GT.O.) HP=ROM**AM*SBAR**(1 .-AM)/AM
CALL 0EPL(ST1,SBAR,D,HP,QPL)
CALL MULTYS(DPL,YTR,6,6,STREP)
CALL MULTYS(0INV,STREP,6,6,DPSTRN) 
DPSTRN(1;6)=YTR(1;6)-0PSTRN(1;6)
STGAS(1;6)=STR(1;6)-STREP(1;6)
CALL ERTA(DPSTRN,SMA)
EPS(IGAUSP)=EPS(IGAUSP)+SMA 
C *  *  *  HC = 1 ISOTROPIC HAROENING ONLY 
HC=1.0
SIGBAR( IGAUSP) =SBAR+HC*HP*SMA 
00 12 IP -1,6  
12 STGASV( IG, IP) =STGAS(IP) *  RP
8 CONTINUE
76 CONTINUE
IF(NEPK.EQ.O) GO TO 801 
MPLC(I)=I
STRSV(1 ,1 ;NQ02SR) =STRSV(1 ,1 ;NQD2SR)-STGASV(1 ,1 ;NQ02SR)
CALL F0RCEP(BMT,WOUM,STGASV,PLV)
00 455 IT=1,8
IX=3*lT-2
N1=NCUBE(IT)
• NU=3*Nl-2
QP(NU) =QP(NU)+PLV(IX)
QP(NU+1) =QP(NU+1)+PLV(IX+1)
455 QP(NU+2)=QP(NU+2)+PLV(IX+2)
B01 IL0C1=IL0C+1
X( ILOC1;NQ02SR) -X ( ILOCI;NQ02SR)+STRSV(1 ,1 ;NQ02SR)
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Y ( ILOC1; NQD2SR) =Y( ILOCI; NQD2SR)+STRV (1 ,1 ;  NQ02SR)
80 CONTINUE
IF ( ICON. EQ.1 ) GO TO 90 
IF(MP.EQ.O) GO TO 90 
IF(MC.EQ.l) GO TO 49 
WRITE(6,52)ITER,PT
52 F0RMAT(10X,'SOLUTION CONVERGED IN ',1 4 , '  ITERATIONS AT LOAO-
1 E12.5)
CALL Q3CL0CKS (CPU2, WALL2)
WRITE(6,1009)CPU2 
1009 F0RMAT(5X,'TIME USED IN ITER LOOP-'.F12.4)
ICON-1 
GO TO 49
53 WRITE(6 ,5 4 ) ITER
54 F0RMAT(10X,1 NO CONVERGENCE IN ' , 1 4 , ' ITERATION')
CALL PLOUT
GO TO 999
49 IF(ITER.EQ.MAXIT) GO TO 53
IF(KLU.EQ.l.ANO.NL.EQ.O) GO TO 90
50 ' CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE 
C
CALL Q5GETTL( 'OLDTIME-', TOLD)
IF r0LD*l.E -06.LT.TIMSTP) STOP
C
MP-0 
ICON-O
IF(KLU.EQ.l) GO TO 36
91 CONTINUE
C PRINT OUT COD FOR SPECIAL NODES AS INPUT 
NP1=1206 
NP2-1210 
NP3-1250 
NP4-1765
WRITE(6,888) PT.VOLD(NPl),V0LD(NP2),V0LD(NP3),V0L0(NP4)
888 F0RMAT(10X,5(E2O.12))
C
CALL CONTACT 
IF ( KNEW.EQ-1) GO TO 45 
IF(KLU.EQ.l) CALL PLO'JT 
IF(NPLOT.EQ.l) CALL PLOUT 
IF(NPLOT.EQ.l) NPL-0 
IF(NPL.EQ.NEP) CALL PLOUT 
IF(NPL.EQ.NEP) NPL=0 
IF(NTYP.EQ.l) CALL BREAK 
IF(NTYP.EQ.l) GO TO 100 
IF(KLU.EQ.l) GO TO 102 
IF(NPLOT.EQ.l.ANO.WORO.EQ.GRQW) CALL BREAK 
100 CONTINUE
IF(KLU.EQ.2) GO TO 999 
IF (KLU. EQ.3) GO TO 999
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99
102
7323
C
C001
c
cooo
7773
8555
7779 
121
999
IF(KLU.EQ.l) GO TO 35 
IF(NPLOT.EQ.l) GO TO 99 
GO TO 20 
CONTINUE 
DELP*-DELP 
WRITE(6,7323)
FORMAT(5X,' * * * * ' )
CALL Q5GETTL( ' OLDTIME*' ,TOLD) 
IF(T0LD*1.E-06.LT.TIMSTP) STOP 
JST*L£NT0T/65535 
JSTR*LENTOT- JST*65535 
WRITE(6,1001)JST, JSTR, LOPN 
F0RMAT(5X, ' JST*' , 11 6 ,'JSTR*' , 1 1 6 /  LOPN' , 116)
00 7773 IK *1 ,JST 
INDXC=(IK-1)*65535+1 
WRITE(6,1000)IK,INOXC 
F0RMAT(5X,' IK * ' ,1 1 6 , 'INOXC*',116) 
BIGB(IN0XC;65535)*CIG8(IN0XC;65535)
CONTINUE
INDXC=JST*65535+1 
BIGB( INOXC;JSTR) =CIGB( INOXC;JSTR)
WRITE(6,7323)
WRITE(6,8555)PT,CRACK,IRUN
F0RMAT(5X, ' * * * * ' , 5X, ' LOAD*' , E12. 5 , 5X, ' CRACK*' , E1 2 .5 ,5X, 
'IR U N *',1 6 / / / )
CALL Q5GETTL( 'OLDTIME*', TOLD) 
IF(T0LD*1.E-06.LT.TIMSTP) STOP 
READ(5,121)P,W0R0 
F0RMAT(E10.3,1X,A4)
IF(WORD.EQ.HALT) GO TO 999 
NPL=0
MP LAS(1 ;MXGAUS)=0 
GO TO 20 
RETURN 
ENO
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SUBROUTINE ERTA(A,B) 
DIMENSION A(6)
X -A (l)
Y-A(2)
Z=A(3)
XY*A(4)
YZ*A(5)
ZX»A(6)
S1*(X-Y)*(X-Y)
S2=(Y-Z)*(Y-Z)
S3»(Z-X)*(Z-X)
S4«XY*XY
S5»YZ*YZ
S6»ZX*ZX
ST0T*S1+S2+S3+(S4+S5+S6)*1 .5
B-.471404521*ST0T**0.5
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE PLOUT
COMMON/MAIN/ AA(11600000),BB(15600,1),MB(15600),MSUM(15600),
1 X (185000),Y(185000),BBMT(740000),WWOUM(32000),MAXBM, T4(2250),
2 LPRIT, EPSI, LMAX, KMAX, NGAUS,MPTAB(15600) ,R (15600),DELP,
3 ITN0EL,IPLANE,NLAYER,NN0DE,D(6,6),DINV(6,6),PCT,MAXIT,
4 NODXO(llOO), INOOXO, NOOYO(1 1 0 0 ),INOOYO, NOOZO(1100),
5 INOOZO, NODXC(1 1 0 0 ),INOOXC, NOOYC(1 1 0 0 ),INODYC, NODZC(1100),
6 INOOZC, NODYA(2 0 0 ) . INOOYA,SK2,PX,PY,PZ,NOOFIX(80),DISP(200),
7 U(5200), V (5200 ),W(5200), ZE (9 ) ,  ZT ( 9 ) ,XCOR, YCOR, ZCOR, SCALE, LNSTIF,
1 MS(8),XR(5200),YR(5200),ZR(5200),MXNOO,MXNEL,OAX,MXGAUS,
2 MPLAS(32000)*LOCAT( 1 0 ) , ICUT, FORCE(1 0 ) .LBFOR(1 0 ) ,NOOE1 ,NOOE2,
3 LTOTB, LINE(1 0 0 ) ,ITNOOX, KLU, NTYP, PYLD, N LM, SCRIT t UOLD(5200),
4 V0LD(5200),W0LD(5200),N0RM(100),SK(24,24),NELE1,NELE2,OPTION,RP,
5 T l ( 15600),T2(15600),T3(15600),Z(15600),YOUNG, POIS, NLOAO, NSPO,
6 NOOF,EPS(32000),N0QL00(80),N0ISP(200).ACURCY,
7 EFEST(400Q).KNEW,CRACK,PT,WIDTH,PMAX,STGAS(6).XNOTCH,
8 M0DE(8,4000),NELM,HP,SIGYS,SIGBAR(32000).NEP.ERIT,
9 SBAR,NPLC,MPLC(4000),AM,R0M,QP(15600),DUM1(65535)
COMMON/D382/NNPE, NDF, NQD, NSTR, NQ02, NNPE2, NQD2NPE, NQD2SR, MXQ2S 
COMMON/VECT/ STRV(8,6),STRSV(8,6),BMT(64,3),WDUM(8),XE(8,3),
C NCUBE(8),0IS(8,3)
OIMENSION STGP(6),STRS(6),MPLN(4000)
C
C * * *  OUTPUT ROUTINE 
C
WRITE(6,10)PT,CRACK,WIDTH 
10 FORMAT(/,10X,'APPLIED LOAO=',E12.5,8X,'CRACK=',
1 F10.5,10X,'W IDTH=',F10.5/)
IF(CRACK.LT.EPSI) GO TO 20 
WRITE(6,15)
15 FORMAT(12X,' NOOE',7X,1X ',1 3 X ,' Y ',1 3 X ,'Z ',1 3 X ,' COD' ,1 1 X ,'W '/)  
CRACK1=CRACK+15*0AX
CRACK2=CRACK-20*OAX 
00 16 1=1,INOOYO 
L=NOOYO(I)
IF(XR(L).LT.CRACK2) GO TO 16 
IF(YR(L).GT.EPSI) GO TO 16 
IF(XR( L).GT.CRACK1) GO TO 16 
WRITE(6,25)L,XR(L),YR(L),ZR(L),VOLO(L),WOLO(L)
25 F0RMAT(12X,I4,5E14.6)
16 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,30)
30 FORMAT(//,30X,' DISPLACEMENTS’ / /1 2 X , ' NODE', 10X,' U' ,
1 lS X .'V M S X .'W '/)
DO 12 N=N00E1,N0DE2 
12 WRITE(6,22) N,UOLD(N),VOLD(N),WOLD(N)
22 FORMAT(10X,15, 5X,3(E13.6, 3X))
WRITE(6,35)
35 FORMAT( / /2 0 X , ' ELEMENT STRESSES ' ,10X,1H*,3X,
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1 'DENOTES PLASTIC ELEMENTS',15X,'EFFECTIVE'//f 4X,
2 'ELEMENT G P',7X ,'S IG X ',8X ,'S IG Y ',8X ,'S IG Z',8X ,'TA U XY ',
3 7X,'TAUYZ' , 7X ,' TAUZX' . 7 X ,' STRESS' / )
C
C * * *  CALCULATE GAUSS POINT STRESSES 
C
DO 300 IE-NELE1.NELE2 
DO 400 IR=1,NLAYER 
IX=IE+(IR-1)*KMAX 
IGTOT=(IX-1)*NQD2 
IL0C1=(IX-I)*NQD2SR+1 
STRSV(1 ,1 ;NQ02SR)= X(IL0C1;NQD2SR)
STGP(1;6)=0.0
SEFF-0.0
IMPS=0
DO 350 IG-l,Hq02 
IGX-IG
IGAUSP-IGTOT+IG 
00 351 1-1,6 
STRS( I ) -STRSV( IG, I )
351 STGP( I ) -STGP( I )+STRS( I )
CALL SEQU(STRS.STP)
IMP=MPLC(IE)
IF(OPTION.EQ.l) GOTO 44
SEFF=SEFF+STP
IMPS-IMPS+IMP
IF(IG.NE.NQD2) GOTO 350
STP=SEFF*0.125
STRS(I;6)-STGP(1;6)*0.125
IMP-IMPS
IGX-0
44 • IF(IMP.NE.O) GOTO 42
W RITE(6,43)IX.IGX,(STRS(L).L-1,6),STP  
43 F0RMAT(5X,16,I4,3X,7E12.5)
GO TO 350
42 WRITE(6 ,4 5 )IX , IGX, ( STRS(L), L-1,6),STP
45 FORMAT( 4X,1H*,16 ,I4,3X,7E12.5)
350 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
NPLC-0
00 305 I-l.NELM 
IF(MPLC(I) .EQ.O) GOTO 305 
NPLC-NPLC+1 
MPLN(NPLC)=MPLC(I)
305 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,380)
380 F0RMAT(//10X,' LIST OF PLASTIC ELEMENTS'/)
WRITE(6,381)’ (MPLN(I), I=1,NPLC)
381 F0RMAT(5X,2OI5)
997 RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE CONTACT
COMMON/MAIN/ AA(11600000) ,B 8(15600,1),MB(15600),MSUM(L5600),
1 X( 185000) tY( 185000) ,BBMT(740000) ,WWDUM(32000) ,MAXBW,T4(2250),
2 LPRIT,EPSI,LMAX,KMAX,NGAUS,MPTAB(15600) ,R( 15600),DELP,
3 ITN0EL,IPLANE,NLAYER,NN00E,0(6,6) ,DINV(6,6) ,PCT,MAXIT,
4 NOOXO(llOO), IN0DX0,N00Y0(1100), I  NOOYO, NOOZO( 1100),
5 INOOZO, NOOXC (1100), INOOXC, NODYC(1100), INOOYC, NOOZC (1100),
6 INO0ZC,NODYA(2OO),INOOYA,SK2,PX,PY,PZ,NQOFIX(8O),DISP(200),
7 U(5200),V(5200),M(5200),ZE(9),ZT(9),XCOR,YCOR.ZCOR,SCALE,LNSTIF
1 MS( 8 ) ,XR(5200),YR(5200), ZR (5200),MXNOO,MXNEL,DAX,MXGAUS,
2 MPLAS(32000),LCCAT(10 ), ICUT, FORCE(1 0 ) ,LBFOR(1 0 ) ,NOOE1 ,NOOE2,
3 LTOTB, LINE(100), ITNODX ,KLU, NTYP, PYLO, NLM,SCR IT , UOLD (5200),
4 V0LD(5200),W0LD(5200), NORM(1 0 0 ),SK(24,24),NELE1,NELE2,OPTION,RP
5 T l( 15600),T 2 (15600),T3(15600),Z (15600).YOUNG,POIS,NLOAO,NSPO,
6 NDOF, EPS(32000),NOOLOO(8 0 ) ,NOISP(200 ),ACURCY,
7 EFEST(4000),KNEW,CRACK,PT,WIDTH,PMAX,STGAS(6),XN0TCH,
8 M0DE(8,4000),NELM,HP,SIGYS,SIGBAR(32000),NEP,ERIT,
9 SBAR, NPLC ,MPLC (4000), AM, ROM ,QP( 15600),0UM1 (65535)
C CHANGES SPRING STIFNESS IF CRACK CLOSES OR OPENS.
CALL Q3CL0CKS( CPU, WALL)
TIMEC=0.
ODAX=CRACK-0.1*0AX 
KNEW=0
DO 10 I=1,IN0DY0 
L=NOOYO(I)
IF(XR(L).GT.OOAX) GOTO 10 
IF(XR(L).LT.XNOTCH) GOTO 10 
NV=3*L-1 
MPTX=MPTAB(NV)
MPTAB(NV)=0
IF(VOLD( L ).LE .0.0) MPTAB(NV)=1
IF(MPTX.EQ.MPTAB(NV)) GOTO 10
KNEW=1
Z(NV)=1.0
ALP=SK2
IF(MPTAB(NV).EQ.O) ALP=-SK2 
IFAC=3
CALL SYMBAN( LNSTIF, NOOF,MB,MSUM,AA,1 ,BB, IFAC,T1. 1ERR,
1 ALP,Z,T2,T3,T4,NV,MAX8W)
IF(MPTAB(NV).EQ.O) WRITE(6,20)L,PT 
20 FORMAT(2X,‘ NODE ',1 6 , '  OPENED A T ',F 8 .3)
IF(MPTAB(NV).EQ.l) WRITE(6,30)L,PT 
30 FORMAT(2X,1NOOE ',1 6 , '  CLOSED A T ',F 8 .3)
10 CONTINUE
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
TIMEC=CPU 
WRITE(6,121)TIMEC 
121 FORMAT(5X,'T0TAL TIME USED IN CONTACT',3X,F12.4)
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE BREAK
COMMON/MAIN/ AA(11600000),BB(15600,1),MB(15600),MSUM(15600),
1 X (185000),Y(185000),BBMT(740000),WW0UM(32000),MAXBW,T4(2250),
2 LPRIT,EPSI,LMAX,KMAX,NGAUS,MPTAB(15600),R( 15600),DELP,
3 ITNOEL,IPLANE,NLAYER,NNOOE,D(6,6),DINV(6,6),PCT,MAXIT,
4 NODXO(1100 ),INOOXO, NOOYO(1 1 0 0 ),INOOYO, NODZO(1100),
5 INOOZO,NOOXC(1 10 0 ),INOOXC,NOOYC(1100),INODYC,NOOZC(1100),
6 INODZC,N00YA(2OO), IN0DYA,SK2,PX,PYfPZ,N0DFIX(80),DISP(200),
7 U(5200),V (5200),W(5200),ZE(9),ZT(9),XC0R,YC0R,ZC0R,SCALE,LNSTIF,
1 MS(8),XR(5200),YR(5200),ZR(5200),MXN00,MXNEL,DAX,MXGAUS,
2 MPLAS(32000),L0CAT(10),ICUT,FORCE(lO),LBF0R(lO),N0DEl,N00E2,
3 LT0TB,LINE(100),ITN0DX,KLU,NTYP,PYLD,NLM,SCRIT,U0LD(5200),
4 VOLD(5200),W0LD(5200).NORM(IOO),SK(24,24),NELE1,NELE2,OPTION,RP,
5 T1 (15600),T2(15600),T 3 (15600),Z (15600),YOUNG,POIS.NLOAO.NSPD,
6 NOOF, EPS(32000),NOD LOO(8 0 ) ,NOISP(2 0 0 ),ACURCY,
7 EFEST(4000),KNEW,CRACK,PT,WIDTH,PMAX,STGAS(6).XNOTCH,
8 MOOE(8,4000),NELM,HP,SIGYS,SIG8AR(32000),NEP,ERIT,
9 S8AR,NPLC,MPLC(4000),AM,R0M,QP(15600),0UH1(65535)
CALL Q3CL0CKS(CPU,WALL)
TIMEB=0.
QDAX=0.1*OAX 
00 8 I=1,IN0DYA 
L=NOOYA(I)
CX=A8S(XR(L)-CRACK)
IF(CX.LT.OOAX) GO TO 9
8 CONTINUE
9 IF(NTYP.EQ.O) GO TO 12 
CMIN=1.0E+10
DO 90 1=1,INODYA 
LX=NOOYA(I)
C5=XR(L)-XR(LX)
IF(C5.LE.D0AX) GO TO 90 
IF(CS.GE.CMIN) GO TO 90 
CMIN=C5 
LA=LX 
90 CONTINUE
12 ICUT=NLAYER+1
LC=L-1 
00 16 J 1=1,ICUT 
LC=LC+1 
NV=3*LC-1 
MPTAB(NV)=0 
ALP=-SK2 
Z(NV)=1.
IFAC=3
CALL SYMBAN( LNSTIF, NOOF,MB,MSUM,AA,1 ,8 8 , IFAC, T1, IERR,
1 ALP,Z,T2,T3,T4,NV,MAXBW)
WRITE(6,100)LC,PT 
100 F0RMAT(2X,'NODE',1 6 , ' BROKE A T ',F8 .3 )
16 CONTINUE
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KLIM
LOL-1
DO 36 JS»1,ICUT 
LC»LC+1 
LOCAT(JS)»LC 
36 FORCE(JS)»-SK2*V0LD(LC)
CMIN-1.0E+10 
00 60 IJ*1,IN00YA 
LT-NOOYA(IJ)
C5*XR(LT)-XR(L)
60 IF(C5.GT.0.0.AND.C5.LT.CMIN) CMIN=«C5 
CRACK-CRACK+CMIM 
CALL Q3CL0CKS( CPU f WALL)
TIMEB*CPU 
WRITE(6,121)TIMEB 
121 F0RMAT(5X,'TOTAL TIME USED IN BREAK',5X,F12.4) 
997 RETURN 
ENO
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SUBROUTINE QS0LV(AR,IB,IL,B,DI,N,NFACT,D,W,Z,T,ALP,NC,IERR,MAX8W) QSOLV 
DIMENSION A R (1 ),IB (1 ),IL (1 ),B (1 ),D I(1 ),D (1 ),W (1 ),Z (1 ) QSOLV
DIMENSION T (1) NEW
DESCRIPTOR AV,8V QSOLV
IF(NFACT.GE.2) GO TO 300 NEW
IF (NFACT.NE.O) GO TO 160 QSOLV
C FACTOR QSOLV
00 100 1=1,N QSOLV
IC I= I- IL ( I)+ 1  QSOLV
T (1 ; IL ( I ) )= A R ( IB ( I) ; IL ( I) )  QSOLV
N l= IB (I)+ I- IC I QSOLV
AR(N1)=-1 QSOLV
DO 100 J = IC I,I * QSOLV
ICJ=J-IL(J)+1 QSOLV
\S=MAXO(ICI,ICJ) QSOLV
N1=KS-ICI+1 QSOLV
N2=J-KS+1 QSOLV
ASSIGN AV,T(N1;N2) QSOLV
N1=IB(J)+KS-ICJ QSOLV
ASSIGN BV,AR(N1;N2) QSOLV
C=Q8S00T(AV,8V) QSOLV
N1=J-ICI+1 QSOLV
T(N1)=-C QSOLV
IF (J .E Q .I) GO TO 110 QSOLV
N 2=IB (I)+J-IC I QSOLV
AR(N2)=T(N1)*0I(J) QSOLV
GO TO 100 QSOLV
110 CONTINUE QSOLV
IF(T(N1).LE.O.O) GOTO 999 QSOLV
DI ( I)= l /T (N l)  QSOLV
D(I)=T(N1) QSOLV
100 CONTINUE QSOLV
C FORWARD SUBSTITUTION QSOLV
160 CONTINUE QSOLV
DO 200 1=1,N QSOLV
IC I= I - IL ( I )+ l  QSOLV
ASSIGN A V ,A R (IB (I) ; IL ( I) )  QSOLV
ASSIGN B V ,B (IC I; IL ( I) )  QSOLV
C=Q8SD0T(AV,BV) QSOLV
B(I)=-C  QSOLV
200 CONTINUE QSOLV
C DIAGONAL QSOLV
B(1 ;N) =B(1 ;N)*0 I (1 ;N) QSOLV
C BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION QSOLV
NM1=N-1 QSOLV
DO 400 11=1,NM1 QSOLV
I=N -II+1  QSOLV
IC I= I- IL ( I)+ 1  QSOLV
IF ( IC I.G E .I) GO TO 400 QSOLV
8 ( IC I ; I - IC I )= B ( IC I ; I - IC I ) -A R ( IB ( I ) ; I - IC I ) * 8 ( I )  QSOLV
400 CONTINUE . QSOLV
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C SOLUTION IS NOM IN B QSOLV
RETURN QSOLV
C
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  nFACT a 2 OR 3 »♦***♦*» *♦**■ »♦♦*» ****♦♦♦*»******
C
300 IF(NC.EQ.N) GO TO 312 NEW
NN=N-1
00 310 JaNC.NN 
ZJ=Z(J)
D(J)*Q(J)+ALP*ZJ*ZJ
00Jal.O /0(J)
BETAaALP*ZJ*ODJ 
ALP=ALP*00J/0I( J)
DI(J)=OOJ
JNaJ+1
NL*J+MAXBW-1 
IF(NL.GT.N) NL=N 
00 311 I=JN,NL 
IF ( I -J .G T . IL ( I ) -1 )  GO TO 311 
K = IB (I)+ IL (I)-1 + J -I 
Z(I)=Z(I)-ZJ*A R (K )
AR(K)=AR(K)+BETA*Z(I)
311 CONTINUE 
310 CONTINUE
GO TO 313
312 D(NC)=D(NC)+ALP*Z(NC)*Z(NC)
DI(NC)=1./D(NC)
313 Z(1;N)=0.0  
IF(NFACT.EQ.3) GO TO 320 
NFACTal
GO TO 160 
320 CONTINUE 
NFACT=1 
RETURN 
999 IERR=1 
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE ZEROLV(A,L) 
DIMENSION A(L)
DATA LPAGE/6553S/ 
IF(L.LE.LPAGE) GO TO 10 
N-L/LPAGE
LEFT*L-(L/LPAGE)*LPAGE 
00 20 1*1,N 
LFIRST»LPAGE*(I-1)+1 
A(LFIRST;LPAGE)*0.0 
20 CONTINUE
LFIRST»LPAGE*N+1 
A(LFIRST;LEFT)*0.0 
RETURN 
10 A (1;L )*0 .0  
RETURN 
ENO
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SUBROUTINE ZEROIN(INT.L) 
DIMENSION INT(L)
DATA LPAGE/65535/ 
IF(L.LE.LPAGE) GO TO 10 
N-L/LPAGE
LEFT*L-( L/LPAGE) *LPAGE 
00 20 1*1*N 
LFIRST*LPAGE*(I-l)+l 
INT(LFIRST;LPAGE)=0.0 
20 CONTINUE
LFIRST»LPAGE*N+1 
INT(LFIRST;LEFT)=0.0 
RETURN 
10 INT(1;L)»0.0  
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE OERIVE (N,NS)
COMMON/AINV/AI(8 ,8 )
COMMON/ORVWT/DERX(0064 ),DERY(0064),0ERZ(0064),WT(0064) 
COMMON/GAUSS/ C0RD(8,8),WEIGHT(8,8)
COMMON/GENRL/ GCR(8,3)
ROWWISE 0N(3,8)
DIMENSION R(3,8)
C
C * * *  CALCULATE DERIVATIES OF THE POLYNOMIAL & MULTIPLY BY AINVERS AT 
C * * *  ALL N*N*N GAUSS POINTS 
C
NQ02= N *  N *  N 
DO 10 1=1,N 
X = CORD(I.N)
XI=(X + 1 .)* .5  
WI=WEIGHT(I,N)
DO 10 J=1,N 
Y= C0R0(J,N)
ETA = (Y + 1 .)*.5  
WJ= WEIGHT(J,N)
DO 10 K =1,N 
Z= CORO(K,N)
Z I= (Z + 1 .0 )*.5
WK=WEIGHT(K,N)
DN(1,1;24)=0.0  
C ****  ON/DXI NOW
DN(1,2)=1.0 
DN(1,5)=ETA 
0N(1,7)=ZI 
DN(1,8)=ETA*ZI 
C **** DN/OETA NOW
DN(2,3)=1.0 
0N(2,5)=XI 
DN(2,6)=ZI 
DN(2,8)= X I*Z I 
C **** DN/DZIETA NOW
DN(3,4)=1.0 
0N(3,6)=ETA 
DN(3 ,7 )=XI 
DN(3,8)=XI*ETA 
DO 100 JJ=1,3 
DO 100 11=1,8
R (J J ,II)=  Q8SD0T ( DN(JJ,1;8) , A I ( 1 , I I ; 8 )  )
100 CONTINUE
II=N *N *(I-1 )+N *(J -1 )+K  
WT(II)=WI*WJ*WK*.125 
DO 20 IJ=1,NS 
IN=(IJ-1)*NQD2 +11 
0ERX(IN)=R(1,IJ)
DERY(IN)=R(2,IJ)
DERZ(IN) =R (3 ,IJ )
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20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO
«
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SUBROUTINE CDER( XE,N,BJ,WOUM,ICODE)
COMMON/ORVWT/ONX(0064),ONE(0064),DNZ(0064),W(0064)
C
COMMON/SPACE/ OSXYZ(0064,3 ) ,XXYYZZ(00384),
& OAJ(0064,9), AJ(08,9),0ETT(08,9)
& ,A JI11(08),A JII2 (08),A JI13(08),A JI21(08),A JI22(08) ,AJI23(08)
& ,AJI31(08),A JI32(08),A J133(08)
DIMENSION X E (8 ,3 ), B J(64,3), W0UM(8), DETI(08)
DIMENSION 0ET(08)
DIMENSION DUMMY( 01368 ) ,0(0576)
C THE DIMENSION OF 'DUMMY' SHOULD BE* 18 *  NS*NG + 27*NG
DIMENSION 0NXEZ(O192)
EQUIVALENCE ( DNX(l) , DNXEZ(l) )
EQUIVALENCE ( 0 (1 ) , D A J (l.l)  )
EQUIVALENCE ( OUMMY(l), DSXYZ(l.l) )
LEN2* 01368
CALL ZEROLV(OUMMY, LEN2)
NG* N*N*N 
NS=8 
. NSTR*6 
NC0R0=3 
NFREE=3 
LN= NS*NG 
MAX*NG*NSTR 
IN=NS*N*N*N
C *** * *  NOW GENERATE THE MASTER VECTOR OF THE COORDINATES 
NT* 1-NG 
DO 30 J=1,NS 
NT=NT + NG 
NTP= NT+LN 
NTPP=NTP +LN 
XXYYZZ(NT;NG) *  XE(J,1)
XXYYZZ(NTP;NG) = XE(J,2)
30 XXYYZZ(NTPP;NG) *  XE(J,3)
LN3* 3*LN 
LN3P1* LN3 +1
XXYYZZ(LN3P1;LN3) = XXYYZZ(1;LN3)
LN2* 2* LN 
LNP1* LN+1 
LN2P1* LN2 + 1 
LN3P1* LN3 +1
DAJ(1,1;LN3) *  0NXEZ(1;LN3) *  XXYYZZ(1;LN3)
DAJ(1,4;LN3) *  0NXEZ(1;LN3) *  XXYYZZ(LNP1;LN3)
DAJ(1,7;LN3) = DNXEZ(1;LN3) *  XXYYZZ(LN2P1;LN3)
L4= 4*NG 
L4P1 *  L4+1 
L2= 2*NG 
L2P1* L2 + 1 
NGP1* NG +1 
DO 1 1=1,9
DAJ(1,I;L4) = 0A J(1 ,I;L4) + DAJ(L4P1,I;L4)
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DAJ(1,I;L2) = DAJ(1 , I;L2) + 0AJ(L2P1,I;L2)
1 DAJ(1,I;NG) = 0AJ(1,I;NG) + 0AJ(NGP1,I;NG)
LNMAX* 064 
L ll=  1
L22= LNMAX +1 
L33= L22+ LNMAX 
L12- L33+ LNMAX 
L23= L12+ LNMAX 
L31- L23+ LNMAX 
L13* L31+ LNMAX 
L21* L13+ LNMAX 
L32* L21+ LNMAX
DETT(1,1;NG)* D(L22;NG)*0(L33;NG)-0(L32;NG)*0(L23;NG) 
DETT(lt2;NG)» D(L21;NG)*0(L33;NG).-0(L31;NG)*0(L23;NG) 
DETT(1,3;NG)= 0(L21;NG)*0(L32;NG)-0(L31;NG)*0(L22;NG) 
DETT(1,4;NG)» D(L12;NG)*0(L33;NG)-0(L32;NG)*0(L13;NG) 
0ETT(1,5;NG)» D(L11;NG)*0(L33;NG)-0(L31;NG)*D(L13;NG) 
DETT(1,6;NG)» D(L11;NG)*0(L32;NG)-0(L31;NG)*0(L12;NG) 
DETT(lt 7;NG)= 0(L12;NG)*0(L23;NG)-0(L22;NG)*0(L13;NG) 
0ETT(1,8;NG)= D(L11;NG)*0(L23;NG)-0(L21;NG)*0(L13;NG) 
0ETT(1,9;NG)= D(L11;NG)*0(L22;NG)-D(L21;NG)*0(L12;NG)
DET(1;NG)= 0(L11;NG)*DETT(1,1;NG)-D(L12;NG)*0ETT(1,2;NG) +
& 0(L13;NG)*0ETT(1,3;NG)
DETI(1;NG)=1./DET(1;NG)
AJ111(1; NG) = 0ETT(lf 1;NG)*0ETI(1;NG)
AJ112(1; NG) =- 0ETT(1,4;NG)*0ETI(1;NG)
AJ113(1; NG) = DETT(1 ,7 ;NG)*0ETI(1 ;NG)
AJ121(1; NG) =-0ETT(l,2;NG)*DETI(l;NG)
AJI22(1; NG) = DETT( 1 ,5;NG)*0ETI(1 ;NG)
AJI23(1; NG) =- DETT(1,8;NG)*0ETI(1;NG)
AJI31(1; NG) = DETT(1 ,3 ;NG)*0ETI(1 ;NG)
AJI32(1; NG) =- 0ETT(1,6;MG)*0ETI(1;NG)
AJI33(1; NG) = DETT(1 ,9 ;NG) *0ETI(1 ;NG)
C*** JACOB IANS ANO THEIR INVERSES ARE READY 
NT* 1-NG 
DO 50 J=1,NS 
NT= NT+ NG
DSXYZ(NT,1;NG) = DNX(NT;NG)*AJI11(1;NG)+DNE(NT;NG)*AJI12(1;NG)+ 
& ONZ(NT;NG) *AJ113(1;NG)
DSXYZ(NT,2;NG) = DNX(NT;NG)*AJI21(1;NG)+0NE(NT;NG)*AJI22(1;NG)+ 
& DNZ(NT;NG)*AJI23(1;NG)
50 0SXYZ(NT,3;NG) *  0NX(NT;NG)*AJI31(1;NG)+DNE(NT;NG)*AJI32(1;NG)+ 
& DNZ(NT;NG)*AJI33(1;NG)
8J (1 ,1 ;LN )= DSXYZ(1,1;LN )
BJ(1 ,2 ;LN )= DSXYZ(1,2;LN )
BJ(1,3;LN )= 0SXYZ(1,3;LN )
C* * * * *  COMPUTE THE PROOUCT OF WEIGHT ANO DETRMINENTS
WDUM(1;NG)* 0ET(1;NG)*W(1;NG)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FORCEP( BB, WTDET, STRS, FORC)
COMMOH/D382/NNPE, NOF, NQO, NSTR, NQD2, NNPE2, NQ02NPE, NQ02SR, MXQ2S 
DIMENSION IBSP(6f 3 ) ,B (6 4 ,3 ), WTDET( 8 ) ,STRS(8,6)
DIMENSION WTDETEX(64),SUM(64),SIG(64,6), IREPL(20)
DIMENSION FORC(2 4 ) ,B 8 (64 ,3 ), IN0X(8),SH(8)
OATA IBSP /  1 ,2 *0 , 2 , 0 , 3,
Z 0 , 2 , 0 , 1, 3, 0 ,
Z 2*0, 3 , 0 , 2 , 1 /
NQ02=NQ0*NQ0*NQ0
NQD2NPE=NQ02*NNPE
DESCRIPTOR IREPLD, SORCD, OESTD
DESCRIPTOR BOESC
IREPL(1;NNPE)=0
ASSIGN IREPLD, IREPL(1; NNPE)
ASSIGN SORCD, WTDET(1; NQ02)
ASSIGN OESTD, WTDETEX(1; NQD2NPE)
CALL Q8VXT0V(X'02', 0 , IREPLD, 0 , SORCD, 0 , DESTD)
DO 155 IT=1,NDF
BB( 1 , IT ; NQD2NPE) =BB(1,IT;NQ02NPE) *WTOETEX(1 ;NQD2NPE)
155 CONTINUE
00 205 IS=1,NSTR 
DO 205 11=1,NNPE 
NQ=(II-1)*NQ02+1 
205 SIG(NQ,IS;NQD2)=STRS(1,IS;NQ02)
DO 400 I 1=1,NOF 
SUM(1;NQD2NPE)=0.
00 210 JJ=1,NSTR 
IT=IBSP(JJ,11)
213 IF ( IT.EQ.O) GO TO 210
ASSIGN BDESC ,BB(1,IT;NQ02NPE)
SUM(1;NQD2NPE)=SUM(1;NQ02NPE)+8DESC*SIG(1 ,JJ; NQD2NPE)
210 CONTINUE
00 220 J = l,N r~
IJ= (J -1 )*3+ I1  
NJ=(J-1)*NQD2+1 
220 FORC(IJ)=Q8SSUM(SUM(NJ;NQ02))
400 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE STRESS(0 IS , XE, D,STRN,STRS, B, WOUM)
C
C
C0MMON/DNQD2/DQ02(48,6)
C0MM0N/D382/NNPE, NOF, NQO, NSTR, NQD2, NNPE2, NQ02NPE, NQ02SR.MXQ2S 
01MENSION 0 IS (8 ,3 ), X E (8 ,3 ),0 (6 ,6 )
DIMENSION STRN(8,6),STRS(8,6),STR(64)
DIMENSION WDUM( 8 ) ,  SUM(64), 8( 6 4 ,3 ) , 0ISP(64,3)
DIMENSION IREPL(20),STR0(6,8)
DESCRIPTOR IREPLD,SORCD,OESTD
C
DIMENSION IBSP(6,3)
DATA IBSP /  1 ,2*0, 2 , 0 , 3,
Z 0 , 2, 0 , 1, 3, 0,
Z 2*0, 3, 0 , 2 , I  /
C
C
DATA NS, NSH, NFREE /  8 , 3, 3 /
NSTR=6
C ** * * * * *  NS= NUMBER OF SHAPE FUNCTIONS OR NODES ON THE ELEMENT
c* * * * * * *  NSTR= NUMBER OF STRAINS
C* * * * * * *  NSH= number OF INDEPENDENT DERIVATIVES IN THE B MATRIX
C»»*** * *  NFREE3 NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER NODE
C 
C
LEN= NSTR*NQD2
DATA L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,NQD3,NQD4/32,16,33,I7,24,25,9,17/
C * *  FIXED LENGTHS
C Ll=NQD2NPE/2, L2=Ll/2, L3=L1+1, L4=L2+1
C L5=LEN/2, L6=L5+1, NQD2=NQD2+1, NDQ4=2*NQD2+1
C 
C
C **** REPLICATE EACH ROW OF THE DISPLACEMENTS NQD2 TIMES 
C
DO 25 IS=1,NS
I1=(IS-1)*NQD2+1
DISP(I1,1;NQD2)=0IS(IS,1)
DISP(I1,2;NQD2)=0IS(IS,2)
DISP(I1,3;NQD2)=0IS(IS,3)
25 CONTINUE
C **** THE MASTER DISP VECTOR READY 
C
C **** GET THE CARTESIAN DERIVATIVES AT THE NODES 
CALL CDER( XE.NQO, B, WDUM, 1)
C
C* * * * * *  N0W 00 THE PRODUCT 0 *  B* DISPLACEMENTS
DO 100 1=1,NSTR 
STR(1;NQD2NPE)=0.0 
00 110 J=1,NSH 
IT - IBSP(I,J)
IF ( IT.EQ.O) GO TO 110
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STR(1 ;NQ02NPE)= STR(1;NQD2NPE)+8( 1 , IT;NQD2NPE)* 0ISP(1,J;NQD2NPE) 
110 CONTINUE
STR(1;L1)=STR(1;L1)+STR(L3;L1)
STR(1;L2)=STR(1;L2)+STR(L4;L2)
STRN( 1 , I ;NQD2) =STR(1 ;NQ02)+STR( NQD3;NQD2)
ICO CONTINUE
C
C * * *  STRESS COMPUTAION
C * * *  STRN -  STRAINS GROUPED AT GAUSS POINTS
C * * *  STRS -  STRESSES GROUPED AT GAUSS POINTS
C * * *  0Q02 -  0 MATRIX, EACH ROW IS REPLICATED BY TOTAL GAUSS POINTS
C
DO 120 ISTR*1,NSTR
STR(1 ;LEN) *  0Q02( 1 ,1STR; LEN)*STRN(1 ,1 i LEN) 
STR(1;L5)»STR(1;L5)+STR(L6;L5)
STR(1 ;NQ02)*STR(1 ;NQD2) +STR( NQD3; NQ02)
STRS( 1 , ISTR; NQD2) =STR(1 ;NQD2)+STR( NQ04; NQ02)
120 CONTINUE
C WRITE(6,500) ( (D IS P ( I.J ) . J=1,3),1=1 ,64)
C WRITE(6,501) ( (B ( I ,J ) ,J = 1 ,3 ) ,1=1,64)
C500 FORMAT(5X,1 REP O IS P ',///(5 X ,6 E 1 2 .4 /))
C501 F0RMAT(5X,'DERIVATIVE MATRIX'//(5X.6E12.4 ))
C WRITE(6 .S02) ((S T R N (I,J ),J = 1 ,6 ),I= 1 ,8 )
C502 FORMAT( 5X, ' STRAINS' / / / ( 5X, 6E12.4))
C WRITE(6,503) ( (S T R S (I,J ) ,J = l,6 ) ,I= l,8 )
C503 FORMAT(5X,‘ STRESS'///(5Xt6E12.4))
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE OCON(YOUNG, POIS,0 ,0 INV, NQ02)
C
C * * *  3-0 0 (6 ,6 ) & OINV MATRICES FOR ISOTROPIC MATERIAL
C
COMMON/ONQ02/OQD2(48,6)
DIMENSION 0 (6 ,6 ) ,0 IN V(6,6) 
DEL=YOUNG*(l-POIS)/((l+POIS)*(l-2*POIS)) 
DEL2=POIS/(l-POIS)
DEL3=( I-2*PO IS) / ( 2 * ( 1-POIS))
D (l,l;3 6 )= 0 .0
D IN V(I,1;36)=0.0
0(I,1)=0EL
D(1,2)=0EL*0EL2
D ( I,3 )= 0 ( I,2 )
D (2 ,2 )= 0 ( l , l )
D (2,3)=D(1,3)
0 (3 ,3 )= 0 (1 ,1 )
D(4,4)=0EL*0EL3
0 (5 ,5 )= 0 (4 ,4 )
0 (6 ,6 )=D (5 ,5 )
C * * *  INVERSE OF D-MATRIX 
DINV(1,1)=1./YOUNG 
DINV(1,2)=-P0IS/Y0UNG 
DINV(1,3)=DINV(1,2)
OINV(2,2)=OINV(1,1)
OINV(2,3)=OINV(1,2)
0 INV(3 ,3 )= 0 INV(1 ,1 )
DINV(4,4)= 2.*(1+P0IS)/Y0UNG
DINV(5,5)=0INV(4,4)
DINV(G,6)=0INV(4,4)
DO. 5 1=1,3 
DO 5 J = I,3 
0 ( J , I ) = 0 ( I , J)
. 0INV(J, I )= 0 INV( I , J)
CONTINUE
* * *  REPLICATE EACH ROW OF 0 MATRIX NQD2 TIMES 
* * *  0QD2 IS THE REPLICATED MATRIX OF 6XNQD2, 6
DO 10 1=1,6 
I1=(I-1)*NQ 02  
DO 10 J=1,NQ02 
I2=I1+J 
00 10 K-1,6 
DQ 02(I2,K )=0(I,K )
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE STREC(OIS,XE,D,STRN,STRS,B.WOUM)
C
C
C0MMCN/0NQD2/DQD2(48,6)
C0MM0N/0382/NNFE,NOF, NQO, NSTR, NQD2, NNPE2, NQ02NPE, NQ02SR.MXQ2S 
DIMENSION 0 IS (8 ,3 ) , X E (8 ,3 ),0 (6 ,6 )
DIMENSION STRN(8,6),STRS(8,6),STR(64)
DIMENSION WDUM( 8 ) ,  SUM(64), B( 6 4 ,3 ), DISP(64,3)
DIMENSION IREPL(20),STR0(6,8)
DESCRIPTOR IREPLD,SORCO,OESTD
C
DIMENSION IBSP(6,3)
OATA IBSP /  1 ,2*0 , 2 , 0 , 3,
Z 0 , 2 , 0 , 1, 3, 0 ,
Z 2*0, 3, 0 , 2 , 1 /
C
C
OATA NS, NSH, NFREE /  8 , 3, 3 /
NSTR=6
NS= NUMBER OF SHAPE FUNCTIONS OR NODES ON THE ELEMENT 
NSTR* NUMBER OF STRAINS
NSH* NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT DERIVATIVES IN THE B MATRIX 
C ** * * * * *  NFREE* NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER NODE 
C 
C
LEN* NSTR*NQD2
OATA L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,NQ03,NQD4/32,16,33,17,24,25,9,17/
C * *  FIXED LENGTHS
C Ll=NQ02NPE/2, L2=Ll/2, L3=L1+1, L4=L2+1
C L5=LEN/2, L6=L5+1, NQD2=NQ02+1, N0Q4=2*NQD2+1
C 
C
C **** REPLICATE EACH ROW OF THE DISPLACEMENTS NQ02 TIMES
C
00 25 IS=i,NS
I1*(IS-1)*NQD2+1
0ISP(I1,1;N Q 02)=0IS(IS ,1)
D ISP(I1,2;NQ02)=0IS(IS,2)
D ISP(I1,3;NQ02)=0IS(IS,3)
25 CONTINUE
C **** THE MASTER OISP VECTOR READY 
C
C **** GET THE CARTESIAN DERIVATIVES AT THE NODES
C CALL COER( XE.NQO, B, WDUM, 1)
C
N0W oo THE proouCT D *  B* DISPLACEMENTS 
DO 100 1=1,NSTR 
STR(1 ;NQ02NPE)=0.0  
00 110 J=1,NSH 
IT * IBSP(I, J)
IF(IT.EQ.O) GO TO 110
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STR(1;NQ02NPE)» STR(1;NQD2NPE)+B(1,IT;NQ02NPE)* DISP(l,J;Nq02NPE) 
110 CONTINUE
STR(1;L1)*STR(1;L1)+STR(L3;L1)
STR(1;L2)*STR(1;L2)+STR(L4;L2)
STRN(1 ,1 ;NQ02)-STR( 1 ;NQD2)+STR(NQD3; NQ02)
100 CONTINUE
C
C * * *  STRESS COMPUTAION
C * * *  STRN -  STRAINS GROUPED AT GAUSS POINTS
C * * *  STRS -  STRESSES GROUPED AT GAUSS POINTS
C * * *  0Q02 -  D MATRIX, EACH ROW IS REPLICATED BY TOTAL GAUSS POINTS
C
DO 120 ISTR-l.NSTR
STR(1 ;LEN)» 0Q02( 1 , ISTR; LEN) *STRN(1 ,1 ;LEN) 
STR(1;L5)=STR(1;L5)+STR(L6;L5)
STR (1; NQD2) -STR (1 ; NQ02) +STR (NQD3; NQD2)
STRS ( 1 , ISTR; NQ02) -STR(1 ;NQ02) +STR ( NQO 4; NQD2)
120 CONTINUE
C WRITE(6,500) ( (D IS P ( I,J ) ,J -1 ,3 ) ,1-1,64)
C WRITE(6,50l) ( ( B ( I , J ) , J - l , 3 ) , 1-1,64)
C500 FORMAT(5X,1 REP O IS P ',///(5 X ,6 E 1 2 .4 /))
C501 F0RMAT(5X,'DERIVATIVE MATRIX7/(5X,6E12.4))
C WRITE(6,502) ( (S T R N (I,J ),v M ,6 ), 1-1,8)
C502 FORMAT( 5X, ' STRAINS' / / / ( 5X, 6E12.4))
C WRITE(6,503) ((S T R S (I.J ),J»1 ,6 ),1 -1 ,8 )
C503 FORMAT(5X,' STRESS'///(5X.6E12.4))
RETURN
ENO
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